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(54) LAUNDRY HANDLING APPARATUS

(57) Provided is a laundry treatment apparatus which
may sequentially perform pre-washing, main washing,
drying, and ironing in one place.

To this end, the laundry treatment apparatus of the
present disclosure includes: a pre-washer configured to
perform pre-washing of laundry in an accommodation
space which accommodates the laundry and has a sink
bowl having an open top portion; a main washer which
is disposed beside the pre-washer, and performs main
washing, rinsing, and spin-drying of the laundry when the
laundry, pre-washed by the pre-washer, is introduced in-
to the main washer from a front side; a dryer which is
disposed beside the main washer, and performs drying
of the laundry when the laundry, spin-dried by the main
washer, is introduced into the dryer from a front side; an
ironing part which is disposed beside the dryer, and has
a flat top surface to iron the laundry dried by the dryer; a
first upper panel which is disposed on a top portion of
the main washer and the dryer and has a flat top surface;
a second upper panel which forms the top surface of the
ironing part; and a lid which is disposed on a top portion
of the pre-washer to open and close the accommodation
space, and a top surface of which is at the same height
as the top surface of the first upper panel and a top sur-
face of the second upper panel.
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Description

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

1. Field of the invention

[0001] The present disclosure relates to a laundry
treatment apparatus.

2. Description of the Related Art

[0002] Generally, washing machines, which sequen-
tially perform washing, rinsing, and spin-drying opera-
tions, are a typical example of the laundry treatment ap-
paratus.
[0003] The washing machine is generally classified in-
to a top-loading washing machine and a front-loading
washing machine (also called a drum washing machine).
The top-loading washing machine performs washing of
the laundry by using a rotating water stream generated
in wash water. Further, the front-loading washing ma-
chine performs washing of the laundry by friction between
laundry items that is generated when the laundry items
are lifted and dropped by a lifter installed at an inner cir-
cumference of a drum.
[0004] Further, as clothing materials become high-
quality and diverse, there has been an increasing interest
in pre-washing, and a pre-washing market is gradually
growing.
[0005] Particularly, when a special detergent is used
to remove old, stubborn stains or to wash functional cloth-
ing, it is required to perform pre-washing in a washing
space provided separately from the washing machine
prior to main washing performed by the washing ma-
chine.
[0006] In addition, after the main washing is performed
by the washing machine, it is required to perform drying
and ironing of the laundry.
[0007] However, the general laundry treatment appa-
ratus has a problem in that a pre-washing part, a main
washing part, a drying part, and an ironing part are pro-
vided separately in different spaces, such that much time
is taken from pre-washing to ironing of the laundry, and
it is required to move the laundry to each space every
time pre-washing, main washing, drying, and ironing of
the laundry are performed.

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

[0008] The present disclosure provides a laundry treat-
ment apparatus which may sequentially perform pre-
washing, main washing, drying, and ironing in one place.
[0009] In accordance with an aspect of the embodi-
ments of the invention, there is provided a laundry treat-
ment apparatus including: a pre-washer configured to
perform pre-washing of laundry in an accommodation
space which accommodates the laundry and has a sink
bowl having an open top portion; a main washer which

is disposed beside the pre-washer, and performs main
washing, rinsing, and spin-drying of the laundry when the
laundry, pre-washed by the pre-washer, is introduced in-
to the main washer from a front side; a dryer which is
disposed beside the main washer, and performs drying
of the laundry when the laundry, spin-dried by the main
washer, is introduced into the dryer from a front side; an
ironing part which is disposed beside the dryer, and has
a flat top surface to iron the laundry dried by the dryer; a
first upper panel which is disposed on a top portion of
the main washer and the dryer and has a flat top surface;
a second upper panel which forms the top surface of the
ironing part; and a lid which is disposed on a top portion
of the pre-washer to open and close the accommodation
space, and a top surface of which is at the same height
as the top surface of the first upper panel and a top sur-
face of the second upper panel.

EFFECTS OF THE INVENTION

[0010] As described above, pre-washing, main wash-
ing, drying, and ironing may be sequentially performed
in one place, which may be provided to a user as if one
integrated process.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0011]

FIG. 1 is a view illustrating a laundry treatment ap-
paratus according to an embodiment of the present
disclosure.
FIG. 2 is a perspective view of the pre-washer illus-
trated in FIG. 1.
FIG. 3 is a view illustrating an example where a lid
illustrated in FIG. 2 is opened and a drawer type
washer illustrated in FIG. 2 is drawn out.
FIG. 4 is a side cross-sectional view of FIG. 2.
FIG. 5 is a partial view of a pre-washer.
FIG. 6 is a control block diagram illustrating a pre-
washer.
FIG. 7 is a flowchart illustrating a method of control-
ling a pre-washer.
FIG. 8 is a cross-sectional view of a main washer
illustrated in FIG. 1.
FIG. 9 is a perspective view of a drum of the main
washer illustrated in FIG. 8.
FIG. 10 is a perspective view of a tub of the main
washer illustrated in FIG. 8.
FIG. 11 is a perspective view of a balancing unit ac-
cording to an embodiment of the present disclosure.
FIG. 12 is block diagram illustrating a main washer
according to an embodiment of the present disclo-
sure.
FIG. 13 is a diagram illustrating a rotation speed of
a drum at the beginning of spin-drying and in the
course of spin-drying by a main washer according
to an embodiment of the present disclosure.
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FIG. 14 is a diagram illustrating a process of control-
ling a balancing unit at the beginning of spin-drying
and in the course of spin-drying by a main washer
according to an embodiment of the present disclo-
sure.
FIG. 15 is a perspective view of a dryer illustrated in
FIG. 1.
FIG. 16 is an exploded perspective view of the dryer
illustrated in FIG. 15.
FIG. 17 is a view of the dryer illustrated in FIG. 15
which is partially cut to show the inside thereof.
FIG. 18 is a view illustrating a state where a basket
is installed, as seen from a rear side.
FIG. 19 is a cross-sectional view illustrating a con-
nection structure of a basket and a casing.
FIG. 20 is an enlarged view of portion A illustrated
in FIG. 19.
FIG. 21 is a detailed view of portion B illustrated in
FIG. 18.
FIG. 22 is a perspective view illustrating an operation
state of an iron part illustrated in FIG. 1.
FIG. 23 is a side cross-sectional view of a dehumid-
ifying and ironing module illustrated in FIG. 22.
FIG. 24 is a diagram illustrating a dehumidifying unit
illustrated in FIG. 23.
FIG. 25 is a diagram illustrating a state where a first
storage space is opened in the dehumidifying and
ironing module illustrated in FIG. 22.
FIG. 26 is a diagram illustrating a state where a sec-
ond storage space is opened in the dehumidifying
and ironing module illustrated in FIG. 22.
FIG. 27 is a control block diagram illustrating an iron-
ing part.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE PREFERRED EM-
BODIMENTS

[0012] Hereinafter, a laundry treatment apparatus ac-
cording to embodiments of the present disclosure will be
described with reference to accompanying drawings.
[0013] FIG. 1 is a view illustrating a laundry treatment
apparatus according to an embodiment of the present
disclosure.
[0014] Referring to FIG. 1, the laundry treatment ap-
paratus includes a pre-washer 100, a main washer 200,
a dryer 300, and an ironing part 400.
[0015] The pre-washer 100, the main washer 200, the
dryer 300, and the ironing part 400 may be disposed in
sequence. In the case where the pre-washer 100 is dis-
posed on the leftmost side, the main washer 200 may be
disposed on the right side of the pre-washer 100, the
dryer 300 may be disposed on the right side of the main
washing part 200, and the ironing part 400 may be dis-
posed on the right side of the dryer 300. In the case where
the pre-washer 100 is disposed on the rightmost side,
the main washing part 200 may be disposed on the left
side of the pre-washer 100, the dryer 300 may be dis-
posed on the left side of the main washing part 200, and

the ironing part 400 may be disposed on the left side of
the dryer 300. As the pre-washer 100, the main washing
part 200, the dryer 300, and the ironing part 400 are dis-
posed in sequence, a user may sequentially perform
rough washing, main washing, drying, and ironing at one
place.
[0016] A lid 140, which rotates with its rear end serving
as a center of rotation to be opened and closed upward
and downward, may be provided at a top portion of the
pre-washer 100. A sink bowl 120 (see FIG. 3) may be
installed at the bottom of the lid 140. An accommodation
space 121 (see FIG. 3), which has an open top portion,
may be formed at the sink bowl 120. Laundry and wash
water may be accommodated in the accommodation
space 121.
[0017] The pre-washer 100 may perform pre-washing
of the laundry accommodated in the accommodation
space 121. Then, the laundry pre-washed by the pre-
washer 100 is introduced into the main washer 200 from
the front, so that the main washer 200 may perform main
washing, rinsing, and dehydrating of the laundry. Subse-
quently, the dryer 300 may dry the laundry, which is de-
hydrated by the main washer 200 and is introduced into
the dryer 300 from the front. Then, the ironing part 400
may iron the laundry dried by the dryer 300.
[0018] A first upper panel 285 may be disposed at a
top portion of the main washer 200 and the dryer 300. A
top surface of the first upper panel 285 may be disposed
at the same height as a top surface of the lid 140.
[0019] A second upper panel 411a may be disposed
at a top portion of the dryer 400. The second upper panel
411a may form a top surface of the dryer 400. The top
surface of the second upper panel 411a may be disposed
at the same height as the top surface of the lid 140.
[0020] As the top surfaces of the lid 140, the first upper
panel 285, and the second upper panel 411a are dis-
posed at the same height, a user may feel that the pre-
washer 100, the main washer 200, the dryer 300, and
the ironing part 400 are integrated as a single element.
[0021] A first side panel 170 may be disposed at one
side of the pre-washer 100. The first side panel 170 may
form one side of the laundry treatment apparatus. Fur-
ther, a second side panel 470 may be disposed at one
side of the dryer 400. The second side panel 470 may
form the other side of the laundry treatment apparatus.
[0022] A first door 280 may be disposed at a front por-
tion of the main washer 200. The first door may open and
close a front lower side of the first upper panel 285. Fur-
ther, a second door 380 may be disposed at a front portion
of the dryer 300. The second door 380 may open and
close a front lower side of the first upper panel 285. The
first door 280 may be disposed on the left side of the
second door 380, and the second door 380 may be dis-
posed on the right side of the first door 280.
[0023] The first door 280 has a left end which is rotat-
ably connected to a cabinet 211 of the main washer 200,
so that the first door 280 may be opened and closed back
and forth with the left end serving as a center of rotation.
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Further, the second door 380 has a right end which is
rotatably connected to a casing 310 of the dryer 300, to
be opened and closed back and forth with the right end
serving as a center of rotation.
[0024] Hereinafter, the pre-washer 100, the main
washer 200, the dryer 300, and the ironing part 400 each
will be described in detail.
[0025] The pre-washer 100 may be described as fol-
lows.
[0026] FIG. 2 is a perspective view of the pre-washer
100 illustrated in FIG. 1; and FIG. 3 is a view illustrating
an example where a lid illustrated in FIG. 2 is opened
and a drawer type washer illustrated in FIG. 2 is drawn
out.
[0027] Referring to FIGS. 2 and 3, the pre-washer 100
includes a cabinet 110, a sink bowl 120, and a drawer
type washer 130.
[0028] The cabinet 110 is formed in a square shape
having a top surface and a front surface which are open,
and a hollow inner space. That is, the cabinet 110 in-
cludes a left side panel 111, a right side panel 112, a
back panel (not shown), a lower panel 113, and a top
panel 119. Each of the left side panel 111, the right side
panel 112, the back panel, the lower panel 113, and the
top panel 119 may be formed in a square shape.
[0029] The left side panel 111 may form a left surface
of the cabinet 110. The right side panel 112 is spaced
apart from the left side panel 111, may be disposed facing
the left side panel 111, and may be formed to have the
same size as the size of the left side panel 111, thereby
forming a right surface of the cabinet 110.
[0030] The lower panel 113 may form a lower surface
of the cabinet 110. Legs (not shown) may protrude at the
bottom of the lower panel 113. The legs may be located
at each of the four corners of the lower panel 113, so that
the cabinet 110 may be lifted from a ground surface. The
height of the legs may be adjusted by a user to balance
the cabinet 110.
[0031] The top panel 119 may form a top surface of
the cabinet 110. The top panel 119 may have a middle
hollow space, at which the sink bowl 120 may be dis-
posed.
[0032] In the top panel 119, operation parts 114, 115,
116, and 117 and a display 118 may be disposed forward
of the sink bowl 120. The manipulators 114, 115, 116,
and 117 may be mechanical buttons or touch buttons.
The operation parts 114, 115, 116, and 117 may include
a power operation part 114, a wash cycle operation part
115, and water supply operation parts 116 and 117. The
display 118 may display an operation state of the oper-
ation parts 114, 115, 116, and 117 and soaking time.
[0033] The sink bowl 120 may be disposed at an open
top surface of the cabinet 110. The sink bowl 120 may
have an accommodation space 121 which is disposed
at an upper portion of the cabinet 110 and is formed in a
square shape. The accommodation space 121 may be
formed by an open top portion of the sink bowl 120, and
may accommodate laundry and wash water. A user may

put the laundry and wash water into the accommodation
space 121 at the top of the sink bowl 120. After the laundry
and wash water are introduced into the accommodation
space 121, pre-washing of the laundry may be per-
formed.
[0034] The accommodation space 121 in the sink bowl
120 has a front surface which is tilted with a lower end
being closer to a rear side than an upper end. A plurality
of washing ribs 122 may protrude on the front surface of
the accommodation space 121 of the sink bowl 120. The
plurality of washing ribs 122 are vertically spaced apart
from each other, and may be formed to be horizontally
elongated. A user may rub the laundry against the plu-
rality of washing ribs 122 to pre-wash the laundry.
[0035] A water stream generator 123 may be provided
on both the left side and the right side of the accommo-
dation space 121 of the sink bowl 120. Although FIG. 3
illustrates an example where the water stream generator
123 is provided only on the left side of the accommodation
space 121 in the sink bowl 120, the same water stream
generator 123 may also be provided on the right side of
the accommodation space 121 in the sink bowl 120 at
the same position as the position of the left side thereof.
However, the water stream generator 123 is not required
to be provided on both the left side and the right side of
the accommodating space 121 of the sink bowl, but may
be installed at least one side of the accommodating space
121 of the sink bowl 120.
[0036] The water stream generator 123 may generate
water stream in wash water accommodated in the ac-
commodation space 121. As the water stream generator
123 generates water stream in wash water accommo-
dated in the accommodation space 121, there is no need
for a user to perform pre-washing of the laundry by hand;
and by simply putting the laundry in the accommodation
space 121, pre-washing and soaking of the laundry may
be performed automatically by the water stream gener-
ated by the water stream generator 123. Further, the wa-
ter stream generator 123 may spray air onto the wash
water accommodated in the accommodation space 121,
to generate water stream in the wash water accommo-
dated in the accommodation space 121.
[0037] A drain hole 124, through which the wash water
accommodated in the accommodation space 121 is
drained, may be formed at the bottom surface of the sink
bowl 120.
[0038] A faucet 125, which supplies the wash water
into the accommodation space 121, may be installed at
the sink bowl 120. The faucet 125 is connected with a
water supply pipe in a building, to supply the wash water
into the accommodation space 121.
[0039] The faucet 125 may be installed to be movable
upward and downward at a rear side of the sink bowl
120. A faucet receiving groove 126 may be formed at a
top rear side of the sink bowl 120. In the case where the
faucet 125 moves upward, the faucet 125 is withdrawn
from the faucet receiving groove 126, to protrude upward
from the sink bowl 120. In the case where the faucet 125
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moves downward, the faucet 125 may be received in the
faucet receiving groove 126. After receiving the faucet
125 in the faucet receiving groove 126, a user may close
the lid 140 which will be described later. That is, when
the lid 140 is closed, the faucet 125 may be received in
the faucet receiving groove 126 and may be disposed
below the lid 140.
[0040] The lid 140, which opens and closes the open
top of the accommodation space 121, may be disposed
at the top portion of the cabinet 110. The water stream
generator 123 may generate the water stream in the wash
water accommodated in the accommodation space 121.
When the water stream generator 123 generates the wa-
ter stream in the wash water accommodated in the ac-
commodation space 121, a user may close the lid 140
so that during the pre-washing process, the wash water
accommodated in the accommodation space 121 is not
splashed out of the sink bowl 120.
[0041] The lid 140 may be formed in a square shape.
The lid 140 may include a lid glass 141, and a lid frame
142 supporting the lid glass 141 by surrounding the edges
of the lid glass 142. The lid glass 141 may be formed in
a square shape, and the lid frame 142 may support the
lid glass 141 by surrounding the four edges of the square-
shaped lid glass 141. The lid glass 141 may be made of
a transparent material. While the lid 140 closes the open
top surface of the accommodation space 121, a user may
see the laundry accommodated in the accommodation
space 121 through the lid glass 141 from above the lid
glass 141.
[0042] A rear panel 150 may be disposed at the top
portion of the cabinet 110. The rear panel 150 may be
disposed rearward of the lid 140. The lid 140 may occupy
most of the top surface of the cabinet 110, and the rear
panel 150 may occupy a remaining portion other than
the portion occupied by the lid 140. When the lid 140
closes the open top of the accommodation space 121,
the top surface of the lid 140 and the top surface of the
rear panel 150 may be horizontal to each other. A rear
end of the lid 140 may be rotatably connected to the rear
panel 150. When the lid 140 is totally open, the rear sur-
face of the lid 140 comes into contact with the top surface
of the rear panel 150 to be supported thereby. In this
manner, when the lid 140 is totally open, the lid 140 is
supported by the rear panel 150, thereby remaining to
be open.
[0043] A drawer 160 may be provided at the open front
surface of the cabinet 110. The drawer 160 may be dis-
posed below the sink bowl 120, and may move inwards
and outwards of the cabinet 110. Both sides of the drawer
160 are connected to both sides of the cabinet 110 to be
slidable forward and backward, such that the drawer 160
may move inwards and outwards of the cabinet 110. A
washing detergent may be held in the drawer 160.
[0044] The drawer type washer 130 may be disposed
at the open front surface of the cabinet 110. The drawer
type washer 130 may be disposed below the sink bowl
120. The drawer type washer 130 may be disposed below

the drawer 160. The drawer type washer 130 may move
inwards and outwards of the cabinet 110. A rail 131 may
be installed on both sides of the drawer type washer 130,
and a rail guide (not shown), to which the rail 131 is con-
nected to be slidable forward and backward, is installed
on both sides of the cabinet 110, such that the drawer
type washer 130 may be move inwards and outwards of
the cabinet 110.
[0045] The drawer type washer 130 may have a struc-
ture of a general top-loading washing machine. The
drawer type washer 130 may perform washing, rinsing,
and spin-drying of the laundry. After pre-washing the
laundry in the accommodation space 121 of the sink bowl
120, a user may immediately put the pre-washed laundry
into the drawer type washer 130 for main washing.
[0046] FIG. 4 is a side cross-sectional view of FIG. 2.
[0047] Referring to FIGS. 3 and 4, the drawer type
washer 130 includes a drawer frame 132, an outer cham-
ber 133, and an inner chamber 134.
[0048] The drawer frame 132 may form an external
appearance of the drawer type washer 130. The drawer
frame 132 may move forward and rearward in the cabinet
110. The rail 131 is installed on both side of the drawer
frame 132 so that the drawer frame 132 may move for-
ward and rearward in the cabinet 110. The drawer frame
132 has a cavity which is a portion drawn in the cabinet
110, thereby providing a space to receive the outer cham-
ber 133 and the inner chamber 134. The drawer frame
132 has an open top. A door 135 may be provided at the
open top of the drawer frame 132, to open and close the
open top of the drawer frame 132. A display (not shown),
which displays an operation state of the drawer type
washer 130, and a user interface operation part (not
shown) may be disposed at the front top portion of the
drawer frame 132.
[0049] The outer chamber 133 is disposed in the cavity
of the drawer frame 132 and may accommodate wash
water. The outer chamber 133 may be formed in a cylin-
drical shape with an open top portion.
[0050] The inner chamber 134 is rotatably disposed in
the outer chamber 133, and may accommodate the laun-
dry. The inner chamber 134 may be formed in a circle
shape with an open top portion. A user may open the
door 135 to put the laundry through the open top of the
drawer frame 132. The laundry put through the open top
of the drawer frame 132 passes the open top portion of
the outer chamber 133 to be accommodated in the inner
chamber 134 through the open top portion of the inner
chamber 134. A plurality of through-holes 134a may be
formed on the circumferential surface of the inner cham-
ber 134. The wash water accommodated in the outer
chamber 133 may be introduced into the inner chamber
134 through the plurality of through-holes 134a.
[0051] A pulsator 136 may be rotatably disposed on a
bottom surface of the inner chamber 134. When the pul-
sator 136 rotates, a rotating water stream may be gen-
erated in the wash water in the inner chamber 134.
[0052] A motor 137 may be disposed in the drawer
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frame 132. The motor 137 may be disposed at a lower
side of the outer chamber 133 in the drawer frame 132.
A rotation axis 137a of the motor 137 may be vertically
elongated. The rotation axis 137a of the motor 137 may
vertically penetrate through the bottom surface of the out-
er chamber 133 and the bottom surface of the inner sur-
face 134.
[0053] A clutch 138 may be interposed between the
bottom surface of the outer chamber 133 and the pulsator
136. The clutch 138 may select at least either the inner
chamber 134 or the pulsator 136 for connection with the
rotation axis 137a of the motor 137. In the case where
the clutch 138 connects the inner chamber 134 with the
rotation axis 137a of the motor 137, the inner chamber
134 may rotate along with the rotation axis 137a of the
motor 137. In the case where the clutch 138 connects
the pulsator 136 with the rotation axis 137a of the motor
137, the pulsator 136 may rotate along with the rotation
axis 137a of the motor 137. In the case where the clutch
138 connects the inner chamber 134 and the pulsator
136 with the rotation axis 137a of the motor 137, the inner
chamber 134 and the pulsator 136 may rotate along with
the rotation axis 137a of the motor 137.
[0054] The faucet 125 includes a horizontal part 125a
received in the faucet receiving groove 126, and an ex-
tending part 125b which extends downward from the hor-
izontal part 125a to be disposed rearward of the sink bowl
120.
[0055] The faucet 125 is installed at the sink bowl 120
to be movable upward and downward. In the case where
the faucet 125 moves upward, the horizontal part 125a
protrudes from the faucet receiving groove 126, while in
the case where the faucet 125 moves downward, the
horizontal part 125a may be received in the faucet re-
ceiving groove 126.
[0056] The extending part 125b is tilted with a lower
end being closer to a rear side than an upper end. A latch
groove 125e may be provided on a rear surface of the
extending part 125b. Further, a latch protrusion 151,
which is provided at the rear panel 150, is latched into
the latch groove 125e when the faucet 125 protrudes
from the faucet receiving groove 126. When a user opens
the lid 140, and then lifts up the horizontal part 125a of
the faucet 125 by holding it with hand, the latch protrusion
151 is latched into the latch groove 125e, such that the
faucet 125 may remain protruding from the faucet receiv-
ing groove 126. Further, while the faucet 125 protrudes
from the faucet receiving groove 126, when a user press-
es down the horizontal part 125a of the faucet 125, the
faucet 125 moves downward, and the latch protrusion
151 is released from the latch groove 125e, such that the
horizontal part 125a of the faucet 125 may be received
in the faucet receiving groove 126. It is desired that the
latch protrusion 151 may be made of an elastic material.
[0057] The latch groove 125e may include a first latch
groove 125c, and a second latch groove 125d which is
disposed below the first latch groove 125c. In the case
where the latch groove 125e includes the first latch

groove 125c and the second latch groove 125d, a pro-
truding height of the faucet 125, which protrudes upward
from the sink bowl 120, may be adjusted.
[0058] FIG. 5 is a partial view of a pre-washer.
[0059] Referring to FIG. 5, the faucet 125 may be con-
nected to the water supply passages 171 and 172. The
water supply passages 171 and 172 may supply wash
water to the faucet 125. The water supply values 173 and
174 may open and close the water supply passages 171
and 172. When the water supply valves 173 and 174 are
open, the faucet 125 may supply the wash water, sup-
plied from the water supply passages 171 and 172, to
the accommodation space 121 of the sink bowl 120.
[0060] The water supply passages 171 and 172 may
include a cold water passage 171 and a hot water pas-
sage 172. The cold water passage 171 may supply cold
water to the faucet 125, and the hot water passage 172
may supply hot water to the faucet 125.
[0061] The water supply valves 173 and 174 may in-
clude a cold water valve 173 and a hot water valve 174.
The cold water valve 173 may be installed at the cold
water passage 171, and the hot water valve 174 may be
installed at the hot water passage 172. The cold water
valve 173 may open and close the cold water passage
171, and the hot water valve 174 may open and close
the hot water passage 172. In the case where the cold
water valve 173 is opened, the faucet 125 may supply
cold water, supplied from the cold water passage 171,
to the accommodation space 121 of the sink bowl 120.
In the case where the hot water valve 174 is opened, the
faucet 125 may supply hot water, supplied from the hot
water passage 172, to the accommodation space 121 of
the sink bowl 120.
[0062] The sink bowl 120 may be connected to a drain
passage 181. The drain passage 181 may drain wash
water accommodated in the accommodation space 121
of the sink bowl 120. It is desired that the drain passage
181 is connected at a position corresponding to the drain
hole 124 from below the bottom of the sink bowl 120. The
drain passage 181 may be provided with a drain valve
182. The drain valve 182 may open and close the drain
passage 181. In the case where the drain valve 182 is
opened, wash water accommodated in the accommoda-
tion space 121 of the sink bowl 120 may be drained to
the outside through the drain passage 181. The drain
passage 181 may further include a drain pump 183. The
drain pump 183 may suction the wash water in the drain
passage 181 and drain the water to the outside. It is de-
sired that the drain pump 183 operates while the drain
valve 182 is opened, and suctions the wash water in the
drain passage 181 to drain the water to the outside.
[0063] FIG. 6 is a control block diagram illustrating a
pre-washer.
[0064] Referring to FIG. 6, the pre-washer 100 may
further include a controller 190. Once a water supply sig-
nal is input from water supply operation parts 116 and
117, the controller 190 may open the water supply valves
173 and 174.
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[0065] The water supply operation parts 116 and 117
may be mechanical buttons or touch buttons. When being
pressed or touched once by a user, the water supply
operation parts 116 and 117 generate the water supply
signal, and the generated water supply signal may be
input to the controller 190. Further, when being pressed
or touched once again by a user, the water supply oper-
ation parts 116 and 117 generate a water cut-off signal,
and the generated water cut-off signal may be input to
the controller 190. Upon receiving the water supply signal
from the water supply operation parts 116 and 117, the
controller 190 opens the water supply valves 173 and
174, and upon receiving the water cut-off signal from the
water supply operation parts 116 and 117, the controller
190 closes the water supply valves 173 and 174. When
the water supply valves 173 and 174 are opened, the
faucet 125 may supply wash water to the accommodation
space 121 of the sink bowl 120, and when the water sup-
ply valves 173 and 174 are closed, the faucet 125 may
cut off supply of wash water to the accommodation space
121 of the sink bowl 120.
[0066] The water supply operation parts 116 and 117
may include a cold water supply operation part 116 and
a hot water supply operation part 117.
[0067] When being pressed or touched once by a user,
the cold water supply operation part 116 generates a cold
water supply signal, and the generated cold water supply
signal is input to the controller 190. Upon receiving the
cold water supply signal from the cold water operation
part 116, the controller 190 opens the cold water valve
173, to allow the faucet 125 to supply cold water to the
accommodation space 121 of the sink bowl 120. When
being pressed or touched once again by a user, the cold
water supply operation part 116 generates a cold water
cut-off signal, and the generated cold water cut-off signal
is input to the controller 190. Upon receiving the cold
water cut-off signal from the cold water supply operation
part 116, the controller 190 closes the cold water valve
173, so as to stop the faucet 125 from supplying cold
water to the accommodation space 121 of the sink bowl
120.
[0068] Further, when being pressed or touched once
by a user, the hot water supply operation part 117 gen-
erates a hot water supply signal, and the generated hot
water supply signal is input to the controller 190. Upon
receiving the hot water supply signal from the hot water
supply operation part 117, the controller 190 opens the
hot water valve 174, to allow the faucet 125 to supply hot
water to the accommodation space 121 of the sink bowl
120. When being pressed or touched once again by a
user, the hot water supply operation part 117 generates
a hot water cut-off signal, and the generated hot water
cut-off signal is input to the controller 190. Upon receiving
the hot water cut-off signal from the hot water supply
operation part 117, the controller 190 closes the hot water
valve 174, so as to stop the faucet 125 from supplying
hot water to the accommodation space 121 of the sink
bowl 120.

[0069] Upon receiving a wash cycle signal from the
wash cycle operation part 115, the controller 190 oper-
ates the water stream generator 123 for a predetermined
period of time, and then stops the water stream generator
123, and opens the drain valve 182. Accordingly, decolor-
ing and damage of the laundry, which is caused by an
excessive time of pre-washing and soaking of the laun-
dry, may be prevented. In the case where the drain pas-
sage 181 is provided with the drain valve 182 and the
drain pump 183, upon receiving a wash cycle signal from
the wash cycle operation part 115, the controller 190 op-
erates the water stream generator 123 for a predeter-
mined period of time, and then stops the water stream
generator 123, to open the drain valve 182 and operate
the drain pump 183.
[0070] The wash cycle operation part 115 may be a
mechanical button or a touch button. The wash cycle
signal may include a first wash cycle signal and a second
wash cycle signal. That is, when being pressed or
touched once by a user, the wash cycle operation part
115 may generate the first wash cycle signal, and the
generated first wash cycle signal may be input to the
controller 190. When being pressed or touched once
again by a user, the washing cycle operation part 115
may generate the second wash cycle signal, and the gen-
erated second wash cycle signal may be input to the con-
troller 190.
[0071] Upon receiving the first wash cycle signal from
the wash cycle operation part 115, the controller 190 op-
erates the water stream generator 123 for a first prede-
termined period of time, and then stops the water stream
generator 123 and opens the drain valve 182. In the case
where the drain passage 181 is provided with the drain
valve 182 and the drain pump 183, upon receiving the
first wash cycle signal from the wash cycle operation part
115, the controller 190 operates the water stream gen-
erator 123 for the first predetermined period of time, and
then stops the water stream generator 123, to open the
drain valve 182 and operate the drain pump 183.
[0072] Further, upon receiving the second wash cycle
signal from the wash cycle operation part 115, the con-
troller 190 operates the water stream generator 123 for
a second predetermined period of time, and then stops
the water stream generator 123 and opens the drain valve
182. In the case where the drain passage 181 is provided
with the drain valve 182 and the drain pump 183, upon
receiving the second wash cycle signal from the wash
cycle operation part 115, the controller 190 operates the
water stream generator 123 for the second predeter-
mined period of time, and then stops the water stream
generator 123, to open the drain valve 182 and operate
the drain pump 183.
[0073] The second predetermined period of time may
be different from, and may be shorter than, the first pre-
determined period of time. In the case where wash water,
which is accommodated in the accommodation space
121 of the sink bowl 120, is cold water, a user may operate
the wash cycle operation part 115 to generate the first
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wash cycle signal. Further, in the case where the wash
water, which is accommodated in the accommodation
space 121, is hot water, a user may operate the wash
cycle operation part 115 to generate the second wash
cycle signal.
[0074] FIG. 7 is a flowchart illustrating a method of con-
trolling a pre-washer. Here, the method of controlling the
pre-washer will be described in connection with the op-
eration of the pre-washer.
[0075] Referring to FIG. 7, upon opening the lid 140
and putting the laundry into the accommodation space
121 of the sink bowl 120, a user may operate the water
supply operation units 116 and 117 to generate a water
supply signal. Then, the water supply signal generated
by the water supply operation units 116 and 117 is input
to the controller 190 in S1. When the user opens the lid
140, puts the laundry into the accommodation space 121
of the sink bowl 120, and operates the cold water oper-
ation part 116, a cold water signal is generated, and the
cold water signal generated by the cold water operation
part 116 is input to the controller 190. Further, when the
user opens the lid 140, puts the laundry into the accom-
modation space 121 of the sink bowl 120, and operates
the hot water operation part 117, a hot water signal is
generated, and the hot water signal generated by the hot
water operation part 116 is input to the controller 190.
[0076] Upon receiving the water supply signal from the
water supply operation parts 116 and 117, the controller
190 opens the water supply valves 173 and 174 in S2.
Upon receiving the cold water signal from the cold water
operation part 116, the controller 190 opens the cold wa-
ter valve 173, and upon receiving the hot water signal
from the hot water operation part 117, the controller 190
opens the hot water valve 174.
[0077] Once wash water is filled to a desired level in
the accommodation space 121 of the sink bowl 120, a
user operates once again the water supply operation
parts 116 and 117 to generate a water cut-off signal.
Then, the water cut-off signal generated by the water
supply operation parts 116 and 117 is input to the con-
troller 190 in S3.
[0078] Upon receiving the water cut-off signal from the
water supply operation parts 116 and 117, the controller
190 closes the water supply valves 173 and 174 in S4.
[0079] Then, a user operates the wash cycle operation
part 115 to generate a wash cycle signal, and closes the
lid 140. Then, the wash cycle signal generated by the
wash cycle operation part 115 is input to the controller
190 in S5.
[0080] Upon receiving the wash cycle signal from the
wash cycle operation part 115, the controller 190 oper-
ates the water stream generator 123 in S6.
[0081] Then, the controller 190 determines whether
the operation time of the water stream generator 123 is
equal to or greater than a predetermined period of time
in S7. In the case where the operation time of the water
stream generator 123 is less than the predetermined pe-
riod of time, the controller 190 continues to operate the

water stream generator 123 in S6. Further, in the case
where the operation time of the water stream generator
123 is greater than the predetermined period of time, the
controller 190 stops the water stream generator 123,
opens the drain valve 182, and operates the drain pump
183 in S8.
[0082] The main washer 200 will be described below.
[0083] FIG. 8 is a cross-sectional view of a main wash-
er illustrated in FIG. 1; FIG. 9 is a perspective view of a
drum of the main washer illustrated in FIG. 8; and FIG.
10 is a perspective view of a tub of the main washer
illustrated in FIG. 8.
[0084] Referring to FIGS. 8 to 10, the main washer 200
includes: a cabinet 211 which forms an external appear-
ance of the main washer; a door 212 which opens and
closes one side of the cabinet 211 so that laundry may
be put into the cabinet 211; a tub which is provided in the
cabinet 211 and is supported by the cabinet 211; a drum
224 which is provided in the tub 222 and rotates when
the laundry is put; a drum motor 213 which provides
torque to the drum 224 to rotate the drum 224; a detergent
box 233 in which detergent is held; a control panel 214
which receives a user’s input and displays status of a
washing machine.
[0085] The cabinet 211 is provided with a laundry inlet
hole 211a, through which laundry is put into the cabinet
211. The door 212 is rotatably connected with the cabinet
211 to open and close the laundry inlet hole 211a. The
cabinet 211 is provided with the control panel 214. The
cabinet 211 is provided with the detergent box 233 which
is retractable.
[0086] A spring 215 and a damper 217 are provided in
the cabinet 211 to absorb shock of the tub 222. The tub
222 contains wash water. The tub 222 is disposed outside
the drum 224 to surround the drum 224.
[0087] The tub 222 includes: a tub main body 222a
which has a cylindrical shape and both ends of which are
open; a front tub cover 222b which has a ring shape and
is disposed at a front side of the tub main body 222a; a
rear tub cover 222c which has a disc shape and is dis-
posed at a rear side of the tub main body 222a. Herein-
after, the front side refers to the side of the door 212, and
the rear side refers to the side of the drum motor 213.
[0088] A tub hole 222d is formed at the front tub cover
222b. The tub hole 222d is formed to communicate with
the laundry inlet 211a so that the laundry may be put into
the drum 224.
[0089] The drum motor 213 is provided at the rear tub
cover 222c to generate torque. The drum motor 213 is
connected with a rotation axis 216 to rotate the drum 224.
The drum motor 213 may rotate the drum 224 at various
speeds and directions. The drum motor 213 includes: a
stator (not shown) wound with a coil; and a rotor (not
shown) which rotates by generating electromagnetic in-
teraction with the coil.
[0090] The rotation axis 216 connects the drum motor
213 with the drum 224. The rotation axis 216 transfers
torque to the drum 244 to rotate the drum 224. One end
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of the rotation axis 216 is connected to the center of ro-
tation at the rear side of the drum 224, and the other end
of the rotation axis 216 is connected with the rotor (not
shown) of the drum motor 213.
[0091] The drum rotates when the laundry is put. The
drum 224 is disposed in the tub 222. The drum 224 is
formed in a cylindrical shape and is rotatable. The drum
224 has a plurality of through-holes through which wash
water may pass. The drum 224 rotates by receiving the
torque from the drum motor 213.
[0092] A drum hole 224a is provided at a front side of
the drum 224. The drum hole 224a is formed to commu-
nicate with the laundry inlet hole 211a and the tub hole
222d so that the laundry may put into the drum 224. A
front guide rail 225 is connected to a front circumference
of the drum 224, and a rear guide rail 226 is connected
to a rear circumference of the drum 224.
[0093] A gasket 228 seals a space between the tub
222 and the cabinet 211. The gasket 228 is interposed
between the opening of the tub 222 and the laundry inlet
hole 211a. The gasket 228 absorbs shock delivered to
the door 212 when the drum 224 rotates, and prevents
wash water in the tub 222 from leaking to the outside.
The gasket 228 may be provided with a circulation nozzle
227 which sprays wash water into the drum 224.
[0094] The detergent box 233 may hold a detergent, a
fabric softener, bleach, and the like. The detergent box
233 is retractable at the front surface of the cabinet 211.
When wash water is supplied, the detergent in the deter-
gent box 233 is mixed with the wash water to be intro-
duced into the tub 222.
[0095] The cabinet 211 includes: a water supply valve
231 which adjusts introduction of the wash water supplied
from an external water source; a water supply passage
232 through which the wash water, introduced into the
water supply valve, flows to the detergent box 233; and
a water supply pipe 234 through which the wash water,
mixed with the detergent in the detergent box 233, is
introduced into the tub 222.
[0096] The cabinet 211 includes: a drain pipe 235
through which the wash water in the tub 222 is drained;
a pump 236 which discharges the wash water in the tub
222; a circulation passage 237 which circulates the wash
water; a circulation nozzle 227 which introduces the wash
water is into the drum 224; and a drain passage 238
through which the wash water is drained to the outside.
Depending on embodiments, the pump 236 may be a
circulation pump and a drain pump which may be con-
nected to the circulation passage 237 and the drain pas-
sage 238 respectively.
[0097] The drain pipe 235 may be provided with a water
level sensor 221 which senses the level of wash water
contained in the tub 222. The water level sensor 221 may
be implemented in various manners. In the embodiment,
the level of water is measured by changing a space be-
tween electrodes by using air pressure changed accord-
ing to the level of wash water, and by using a change in
capacitance of the electrodes.

[0098] A plurality of front balancing units 210 move
along the front guide rail 225 of the drum 224, and a
plurality of rear balancing units 220 move along the rear
guide rail 226 of the drum 224, so as to change the center
of gravity of the drum 224. In this case, the center of
gravity of the drum 224 does not refer to the center of
mass of the drum 224 itself, but refers to a common center
of gravity of objects, including the drum 224, the laundry
which is put in the drum 224, the front guide rail 225, the
rear guide rail 226, the plurality of front balancing units
210, the plurality of rear balancing units 220, and other
elements attached to the drum 224, which rotate along
with the drum 224 when the drum 224 rotates.
[0099] The plurality of front balancing units 210 move
along a circumference at a front side of the drum 224,
and the plurality of rear balancing units 220 move along
a circumference at a rear side of the drum 224, thereby
adjusting the center of gravity of the drum 224 when laun-
dry leans to one side. When the drum 225 rotates with
the laundry leaning to one side, vibration and noise are
caused by imbalance, in which a geometrical center of
the rotation axis 216 (the center of gravity) of the drum
224 does not coincide with a real center of gravity of the
drum 224. The plurality of front balancing units 210 and
the plurality of rear balancing units 220 cause the center
of gravity of the drum 224 to be close to the rotation axis
216, to reduce the imbalance of the drum 224. In the
embodiment, the plurality of front balancing units 210 are
two units of a first front balancing unit 210a and a second
front balancing unit 210b; and the plurality of rear bal-
ancing units 220 are two units of a first rear balancing
unit 220a and a second rear balancing unit 220b.
[0100] The plurality of front balancing units 210 move
actively along the front guide rail 225, and the plurality
of rear balancing units 220 move actively along the rear
guide rail 226. The active movement refers to movement
of the plurality of front balancing units 210 or the plurality
of rear balancing units 220 along the front guide rail 225
or the rear guide rail 226 by using their own power.
[0101] The front guide rail 225 is a passage where the
plurality of front balancing units 210 move, and the rear
guide rail 226 is a passage where the plurality of rear
balancing units 220 move. The front guide rail 225 is
formed in a ring shape and is connected to a front end
circumference of the drum 224, and the rear guiderail
226 is formed in a ring shape and is connected to a rear
end circumference of the drum 224. The front guide rail
225 and the rear guide rail 226 each may have protru-
sions so that the plurality of front balancing units 210 and
the plurality of rear balancing units 220 may not be sep-
arated therefrom. The front guide rail 225 is provided with
a front guide rail wire 225a to supply power to the plurality
of front balancing units 210, and the rear guiderail 226
is provided with a rear guide rail wire 226a to supply pow-
er to the plurality of rear balancing units 220. The front
guide rail wire 225a and the rear guide rail wire 226a are
connected to power supplied from an external source.
[0102] The tub 222 is provided with a plurality of vibra-
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tion sensors 229 to sense a vibration amount of the tub
222. The vibration caused by the imbalance of the drum
224 is transmitted by the rotation axis 216 to the tub 222,
causing vibration of the tub 222. The plurality of vibration
sensors 229 sense the vibration amount to measure a
degree of imbalance of the drum 224.
[0103] The plurality of vibration sensors 229 may be
implemented by various sensors which sense the vibra-
tion amount of the tub 222. In the embodiment, it is de-
sired that the plurality of vibration sensors 229 is a light
sensor which is provided in the tub main body 222a and
measures a distance between the tub 222 and the cabinet
211. In the embodiment, the plurality of vibration sensors
229 sense the vibration amount by using a change of
distance between the cabinet 211 and the tub 222. As
the plurality of vibration sensors 229 include: a front vi-
bration sensor 229a which is disposed at a front side of
the tub main body 222a and measures a front vibration
amount, which is an amount of vibration at the front side
of the tub 222; and a rear vibration sensor 229b which is
disposed at a rear side of the tub main body 222a and
measures a rear vibration amount, which is the amount
of vibration at the rear side of the tub 222.
[0104] The control panel 214 may include: an input part
(not shown), which receives input of wash cycles select-
ed by a user, or input of various operation commands
such as operation time and reservation of wash cycles,
and the like; and a display (not shown) which displays
operation state of the main washer 200.
[0105] FIG. 11 is a perspective view of a balancing unit
according to an embodiment of the present disclosure.
[0106] Referring to FIG. 11, the plurality of front bal-
ancing units 210 and the plurality of rear balancing units
220 each include: a frame body 201, a body 202, a wheel
203, a motor 204, a contact terminal 205, and a brake
206.
[0107] The frame body 201 forms the frame of each of
the plurality of front balancing units 210 and the plurality
of rear balancing units 220, and the wheel 203, the body
202, the motor 204 and the like are connected thereto.
The frame body 201 may be formed in a desired shape
according to the shape of the front guide rail 225 or the
rear guide rail 226.
[0108] The body 202 has a weight suitable to serve as
a mass body. According to embodiments, the wheel 203
rolls along the front guide rail 225 or the rear guide rail
226 so that the plurality of front balancing units and the
plurality of rear balancing units 220 may move. The wheel
203 may be made of a material having a large frictional
force so that the wheel 203 may not slide from the front
guide rail 225 or the rear guide rail 226. The wheel 203
rotates by the motor 204. Depending on embodiments,
the wheel 203 may be replaced with a gear, in which a
pinion gear or a worm gear may be used. Further, in the
case where the wheel 203 is replaced with a gear, the
front guide rail 225 or the rear guide rail 226 may be
provided with a rack gear or a worm wheel.
[0109] The motor 204 rotates the wheel 203. The motor

204 is supplied with power from the contact terminal 205
to generate torque. The contact terminal 205 contacts
the front guide rail wire 225a or the rear guide rail wire
226a to transmit power supplied from an external force
to the motor 204. It is desired that the contact terminal
205 is made of a metal material having a small frictional
force, so that the contact terminal 205 remains in contact
with the front guide rail wire 225a or the rear guide rail
wire 226a without loss of power.
[0110] The brake 206 allows each of the plurality of
front balancing units 210 and the plurality of rear balanc-
ing units 220 to halt at a certain position of the guide rail
225. As the front guide rail 225 or the rear guide rail 226
rotates along with the drum 224, the brake 206 is required
in order to prevent free rotation of each of the plurality of
front balancing units 201 and the plurality of rear balanc-
ing units 220. The brake 206 applies a frictional force to
the front guide rail 225 or the rear guide rail 226 to fix the
plurality of front balancing units 210 and the plurality of
rear balancing units 220 to the front guide rail 225 or the
rear guide rail 226 respectively.
[0111] FIG. 12 is block diagram illustrating a main
washer according to an embodiment of the present dis-
closure.
[0112] Referring to FIG. 12, a controller 290 controls
an overall operation of the main washer 200 according
to operation commands received by the control panel
214. The controller 290 may include a microcomputer, a
storage device, and other electronic components which
control the operation of the main washer 200. According
to wash cycles selected by a user, the controller 290 con-
trols the water supply valve 231, the drum motor 213,
and the pump 236 by determining whether to perform
each cycle or whether to perform operations of water
supply, washing, rinsing, drainage, spin-drying, drying,
and the like in each cycle, operation time, the number of
repeating operations, and the like. Based on the amount
of laundry which is the weight of laundry measured at the
initial stage of washing, and the water level of the tub 222
that is measured by the water level sensor 221, the con-
troller 290 controls the water supply valve 231, the drum
motor 213, and the pump 236.
[0113] Based on the vibration amount of the tub 222
that is measured by the front vibration sensor 229a and
the rear vibration sensor 229b, the controller 290 controls
the first front balancing unit 210a, the second front bal-
ancing unit 210b, the first rear balancing unit 220a and
the second rear balancing unit 220b.
[0114] FIG. 13 is a diagram illustrating a rotation speed
of a drum at the beginning of spin-drying and in the course
of spin-drying by a main washer according to an embod-
iment of the present disclosure; and FIG. 14 is a diagram
illustrating a process of controlling a balancing unit at the
beginning of spin-drying and in the course of spin-drying
by a main washer according to an embodiment of the
present disclosure.
[0115] Hereinafter, description will be made below with
reference to FIGS. 13 and 14.
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<Rinsing>

[0116] The controller 290 performs rinsing in S201 by
controlling the drum motor 213 to rotate the drum 224 in
one direction so that after laundry is lifted, the laundry is
separated from an inner circumference of the drum 224
and is dropped. The rinsing is a process of rotating the
drum 224 at a rotational speed with centrifugal force be-
ing equal to or less than 1G to remove remaining deter-
gent and contaminants of the laundry. The controller 290
controls the pump 236 to circulate wash water contained
in the tub 222 and spray the wash water into the drum
224 through the circulation nozzle 227. During the rinsing
process, the controller 290 controls the drum motor 213
so that the drum 224 rotates at 46 RPM for a predeter-
mined period of time, stops rotating, and then rotates
again at 46 RPM.

<Arrangement of balancing units>

[0117] In the final stage of rinsing, the controller 290
moves the first front balancing unit 210a and/or the sec-
ond front balancing unit 210b, so that an included angle
between the first front balancing unit 210a and the second
front balancing unit 210b becomes 180 degrees with re-
spect to the center of rotation of the drum 224; and the
controller 290 moves the first rear balancing unit 220a
and/or the second rear balancing unit 220b, so that an
included angle between the first rear balancing unit 220a
and the second rear balancing unit 220b becomes 180
degrees with respect to the center of rotation of the drum
224 in S202. In this case, the controller 290 continues
the rinsing process by controlling the drum motor 210,
so that the drum 224 repeatedly rotates at 46 RPM, which
is a rotational speed with centrifugal force being equal to
or less than 1G, for a predetermined period of time, stops
rotating, and then rotates again at 46 RPM.
[0118] By the control of the controller 290, both the first
front balancing unit 210a and the second front balancing
unit 210b move along the front guide rail 225, or while
any one stops, the other one moves along the front guide
rail 225, so that the included angle therebetween be-
comes 180 degrees with respect to the center (C) of ro-
tation of the drum 224 as illustrated in (a) of FIG. 14.
[0119] Similarly, by the control of the controller 290,
both the first rear balancing unit 220a and the second
rear balancing unit 220b move along the rear guide rail
226, or while any one stops, the other one moves along
the rear guide rail 226, so that the included angle there-
between becomes 180 degrees with respect to the center
(C) of rotation of the drum 224 as illustrated in (a) of FIG.
14.
[0120] The controller 290 controls the included angle
between the first front balancing unit 210a and the second
front balancing unit 210b to be 180 degrees, and controls
the included angle between the first rear balancing unit
220a and the second rear balancing unit 220b to be 180
degrees, so that imbalance caused by the plurality of

front balancing units 210 and the plurality of rear balanc-
ing units 220 may be minimized during first rough bal-
ancing which will be described later.

<Drainage>

[0121] The controller 290 operates the pump 236 to
drain the wash water contained in the tub 222 through
the drain passage 238 in S203. The controller 290 con-
trols the drum motor 213 during the drainage to repeat
acceleration and deceleration of the drum 224. When the
water level of the tub 222, which is measured by the water
level sensor 221, is lowered to a level for spin-drying, the
controller 290 stops the operation of the pump 236 and
stops drainage.

<Distribution of laundry>

[0122] The controller 290 controls the drum motor 213
to repeat acceleration and deceleration of the drum 224,
and senses a vibration amount of the tub 222 through
the front vibration sensor 229a and/or the rear vibration
sensor 229b in S204. The controller 290 distributes the
laundry by controlling the drum motor 213 to repeat ac-
celeration and deceleration of the drum 224 at 80 RPM
which is the speed of rotation at which the laundry starts
to cling to the inner circumference of the drum 224. The
distribution of laundry is performed by accelerating the
drum 224 to the speed of rotation with centrifugal force
being about 1 G, and then decelerating the drum 224, so
that the laundry may be uniformly distributed without
leaning to one side.
[0123] The front vibration sensor 229a and/or the rear
vibration sensor 229b measure the vibration amount of
the tub 222 when the drum 224 is repeatedly accelerated
and decelerated. In the case where the vibration amount
of the tub 222, which is measured by the front vibration
sensor 229a and/or the rear vibration sensor 229b, is
greater than a predetermined vibration amount for entry
into a spin-drying process, the controller 290 continues
distribution of laundry by repeating acceleration and de-
celeration of the drum 224. In the case where the vibration
amount of the tub 222, which is measured by the front
vibration sensor 229a and/or the rear vibration sensor
229b, does not exceed the predetermined vibration
amount for entry into a spin-drying process, the controller
290 proceeds to a next process.
[0124] Generally, the laundry leans to a rear side of
the drum 224, such that the rear vibration amount of the
tub 222 is greater than the front vibration amount thereof.
In the embodiment, in the case where the rear vibration
amount of the tub 222, which is measured by the rear
vibration sensor 229b, does not exceed the predeter-
mined vibration amount for entry into a spin-drying proc-
ess, the controller 290 proceeds to the following process.
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<First rough balancing>

[0125] The controller 290 performs first rough balanc-
ing in S205 by controlling the drum motor 213 to rotate
the drum 224 at 80 RPM, which is the speed of rotation
at which the laundry starts to cling to the inner circum-
ference of the drum 224, and by controlling the plurality
of front balancing units 210 and the plurality of rear bal-
ancing units 220. During the first rough balancing, it is
desired that the controller 290 operates the pump 236 to
drain the wash water contained in the tub 222 to the out-
side through the drain passage 238. The controller 290
controls the drum motor 213 to rotate the drum 224 while
maintaining the rotation speed at 80 RPM, which is the
speed of rotation with centrifugal force being about 1G.
When the drum 224 rotates while maintaining the rotation
speed at 80 RPM during the first rough balancing, the
controller 290 performs direct balancing by controlling
the plurality of front balancing units 210 and the plurality
of rear balancing units 220.
[0126] The direct balancing is performed by moving
the plurality of front balancing units 210 so that the front
vibration amount of the tub 222, which is measured by
the front vibration sensor 229a, may not exceed a pre-
determined front vibration amount of the first rough bal-
ancing; and by moving the plurality of rear balancing units
220 so that the rear vibration amount of the tub 222, which
is measured by the rear vibration sensor 229a, may not
exceed a predetermined rear vibration amount of the first
rough balancing. In this case, the predetermined rear vi-
bration amount of the first rough balancing is greater than
the predetermined front vibration amount of the first
rough balancing.
[0127] Hereinafter, the direct balancing will be de-
scribed with reference to (b) and (c) of FIG. 14 by using
the plurality of front balancing units 210 as an example.
[0128] As illustrated in (b) of FIG. 14, the controller 290
moves the first front balancing unit 210a and the second
front balancing unit 210b in the same rotational direction.
The controller 290 moves the first front balancing unit
210a and the second front balancing unit 210b in the
same rotational direction until the front vibration amount
of the tub 222, which is measured by the front vibration
sensor 229a, is reduced. When the front vibration amount
of the tub 222, which is measured by the front vibration
sensor 229a, is increased, the controller 290 moves the
first front balancing unit 210a and the second front bal-
ancing unit 210b in the same opposite rotational direc-
tion. The controller 290 stops the movement of the first
front balancing unit 210a and the second front balancing
unit 210b at a point where the front vibration amount of
the tub 222, which is measured by the front vibration sen-
sor 229a, is minimized.
[0129] The controller 290 moves the first front balanc-
ing unit 210a and the second front balancing unit 210b
in the same rotational direction to minimize the front vi-
bration amount of the tub 222 that is measured by the
front vibration sensor 229a, and then moves the first front

balancing unit 210a and the second front balancing unit
210b in different directions as illustrated in (c) of FIG. 14.
The controller 290 moves the first front balancing unit
210a and the second front balancing unit 210b in a di-
rection where the included angle between the first front
balancing unit 210a and the second front balancing unit
210b based on the center (C) of rotation of the drum 224
is narrowed until the front vibration amount of the tub
222, which is measured by the front vibration sensor
229a, is reduced. When the front vibration amount of the
tub 222, which is measured by the front vibration sensor
229a, is increased, the controller 290 moves the first front
balancing unit 210a and the second front balancing unit
210b in a direction where the included angle between
the first front balancing unit 210a and the second front
balancing unit 210b is widened. The controller 290 stops
the movement of the first front balancing unit 210a and
the second front balancing unit 210b at a point where the
front vibration amount of the tub 222, which is measured
by the front vibration sensor 229a, is minimized.
[0130] The controller 290 repeats moving the first front
balancing unit 210a and the second front balancing unit
210b in different rotational directions to minimize the front
vibration amount of the tub 222 that is measured by the
front vibration sensor 229a, and then moving the first
front balancing unit 210a and the second front balancing
unit 210b in the same rotational direction again to mini-
mize the front vibration amount of the tub 222 that is
measured by the front vibration sensor 229a.
[0131] The controller 290 repeats the process of mov-
ing the plurality of front balancing units 210 in the same
rotational direction and in different rotational directions
until the front vibration amount of the tub 222, which is
measured by the front vibration sensor 229a, becomes
equal to or smaller than the predetermined front vibration
amount of the first rough balancing.
[0132] During the direct balancing, the controller 230
performs the above-described process for the first rear
balancing unit 220a and the second rear balancing unit
220b. That is, the controller 290 repeats moving the plu-
rality of rear balancing units 220 in the same rotational
direction and in different rotational directions until the rear
vibration amount of the tub 222, which is measured by
the rear vibration sensor 229b, becomes equal to or
smaller than the predetermined rear vibration amount of
the first rough balancing.
[0133] During the direct balancing, it is desired that the
controller 290 first performs direct balancing for the plu-
rality of rear balancing units 220, and then performs direct
balancing for the plurality of the front balancing units 210.
As described above, the rear vibration amount of the tub
222 is greater than the front vibration amount of the tub
222, such that the controller 290 first performs direct bal-
ancing for the plurality of rear balancing units 220, and
then performs direct balancing for the plurality of the front
balancing units 210.
[0134] When the controller 290 performs direct balanc-
ing for the plurality of front balancing units 210 upon com-
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pleting direct balancing for the plurality of rear balancing
units 220, the rear vibration amount of the tub 222 may
be increased due to movement of the plurality of front
balancing units 210. Accordingly, it is desired that the
controller 290 repeatedly performs direct balancing for
the plurality of rear balancing units 220 and direct bal-
ancing for the plurality of front balancing units 210.
[0135] After the controller 290 completes direct balanc-
ing for any balancing units, i.e., either the plurality of front
balancing units 210 or the plurality of rear balancing units
220, in the case where the front vibration amount of the
tub 222, which is measured by the front vibration sensor
229a, is greater than the predetermined front vibration
quantity of the first rough balancing or in the case where
the rear vibration amount of the tub 222, which is meas-
ured by the rear vibration sensor 229b, is greater than
the predetermined rear vibration amount of the first rough
balancing, the controller 290 performs direct balancing
for the other balancing units. That is, upon completing
any balancing units, i.e., either the plurality of front bal-
ancing units 210 or the plurality of rear balancing units
220, in the case where the front vibration amount of the
tub 222, which is measured by the front vibration sensor
229a, is equal to or smaller than the predetermined front
vibration amount of the first rough balancing, and in the
case where the rear vibration amount of the tub 222,
which is measured by the rear vibration sensor 229b, is
equal to smaller than the predetermined rear vibration
quantity of the first rough balancing, the controller 290
stops repeating the direct balancing for the plurality of
rear balancing units 220 and the direct balancing for the
plurality of front balancing units 210.
[0136] When the controller 290 repeats the direct bal-
ancing for the plurality of rear balancing units 220 and
the direct balancing for the plurality of front balancing
units 210, if the direct balancing is repeated three times
or more, the controller 290 controls the drum motor 213
to halt the drum 224 and performs distribution of laundry.
[0137] In the case wherein the rear vibration amount
of the tub 222, which is measured by the rear vibration
sensor 229b, does not exceed the predetermined rear
vibration amount of the first rough balancing, and in the
case where the front vibration amount of the tub 222,
which is measured by the front vibration sensor 229a,
does not exceed the predetermined front vibration
amount of the first rough balancing, the controller 290
accelerates the drum 224 to proceed to a next process.

<Second rough balancing>

[0138] The controller 290 performs second rough bal-
ancing in S206 by controlling the drum motor 213 to rotate
the drum 224 at 190 RPM, which is the speed of rotation
at which laundry clings to the inner circumference of the
drum 224 while rotating, and by controlling the plurality
of front balancing units 210 and the plurality of rear bal-
ancing units 220. During the second rough balancing, it
is desired that the controller 290 operates the pump 236

to drain the wash water contained in the tub 222 to the
outside through the drain passage 238. The controller
290 controls the drum motor 213 so that the drum 224
may rotate while maintaining the speed of rotation at 150
RPM, which is the speed of rotation with centrifugal force
being greater than 1G. When the drum 224 rotates while
maintaining the speed of rotation at 150 RPM during the
second rough balancing, the controller 290 performs the
above direct balancing by controlling the plurality of front
balancing units 210 and the plurality of rear balancing
units 220.
[0139] During the second rough balancing, the control-
ler 290 moves the plurality of front balancing units 210,
so that the front vibration amount of the tub 222, which
is measured by the front vibration sensor 229a, may not
exceed a predetermined front vibration amount of the
second rough balancing, and moves the plurality of rear
balancing units 220, so that the rear vibration amount of
the tub 222, which is measured by the rear vibration sen-
sor 229b, may not exceed a predetermined rear vibration
amount of the second rough balancing. In this case, the
rear vibration amount of the second rough balancing is
greater than the front vibration amount of the second
rough balancing. Further, the front vibration amount of
the second rough balancing is greater than the front vi-
bration amount of the first rough balancing, and the rear
vibration amount of the second rough balancing is greater
than the rear vibration amount of the first rough balancing.
[0140] During the second rough balancing, the control-
ler 290 performs the same direct balancing as the direct
balancing performed during the first rough balancing.
[0141] That is, the controller 290 repeats moving the
plurality of front balancing units 210 in the same rotational
direction and in different rotational directions until the
front vibration amount of the tub 222, which is measured
by the front vibration sensor 229a, becomes equal to or
smaller than the predetermined front vibration amount of
the second rough balancing. Further, the controller 290
repeats moving the plurality of rear balancing units 220
in the same rotational direction and in different rotational
directions until the rear vibration amount of the tub 222,
which is measured by the rear vibration sensor 229b,
becomes equal to or smaller than the predetermined rear
vibration amount of the second rough balancing. In ad-
dition, the controller 290 repeats direct balancing for the
plurality of rear balancing units 220 and direct balancing
for the plurality of front balancing units 210.
[0142] In the case where the rear vibration amount of
the tub 222, which is measured by the rear vibration sen-
sor 229b, does not exceed the predetermined rear vibra-
tion amount of the second rough balancing, and the front
vibration amount of the tub 222, which is measured by
the front vibration sensor 229a, does not exceed the pre-
determined front vibration amount of the second rough
balancing, the controller 290 controls the drum motor 213
to perform a next process.
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<Excessive balancing >

[0143] The controller 290 controls the drum motor 213
to accelerate the drum 224 to 350 RPM, and controls the
front vibration sensor 229a and the rear vibration sensor
229b to measure the front vibration amount and the rear
vibration amount of the tub 222. In the case where the
front vibration amount of the tub 222, which is measured
by the front vibration sensor 229a, exceeds a predeter-
mined front excessive vibration amount, or in the case
where the rear vibration amount of the tub 222, which is
measured by the rear vibration sensor 229b, exceeds a
predetermined rear excessive vibration amount, the con-
troller 290 performs excessive balancing in S207 by con-
trolling the drum motor 213 to rotate the drum 224 while
maintaining the speed of rotation.
[0144] While the drum 224 is accelerated from 150
RPM to 350 RPM, large vibration is produced in the main
washer 200 due to resonance with a floor surface. Such
resonance temporarily occurs when a natural frequency
of the floor surface coincides with or is multiple of a vi-
bration frequency of the main washer 200. Accordingly,
if vibration is not severe, the controller 290 accelerates
the drum 224 to 350 RPM; and only in the case where
severe vibration is produced, the controller 290 performs
excessive balancing.
[0145] Thus, if the front vibration amount of the tub
222, which is measured by the front vibration sensor
229a, does not exceed the predetermined front exces-
sive vibration amount, or if the rear vibration amount of
the tub 222, which is measured by the rear vibration sen-
sor 229b, does not exceed the predetermined rear ex-
cessive vibration amount, the controller 290 accelerates
the drum 224 to 350 RPM; and if not, the controller 290
performs excessive balancing. In this case, the front ex-
cessive vibration amount is greater than the rear exces-
sive vibration amount. Further, the front excessive vibra-
tion amount is greater than the front vibration amount of
the second rough balancing, and the rear excessive vi-
bration amount is greater than the rear vibration amount
of the second rough balancing.
[0146] While the drum 224 is accelerated, if the front
vibration amount of the tub 222 exceeds the front exces-
sive vibration amount, or if the rear vibration amount of
the tub 222 exceeds the rear excessive vibration amount,
the controller 290 performs the excessive balancing, in
which the controller 290 controls the drum motor 213 to
maintain the speed of rotation of the drum 224, and per-
forms the above-described direct balancing for the plu-
rality of front balancing units 210 and the plurality of rear
balancing units 220.
[0147] During the excessive balancing, the controller
290 moves the plurality of front balancing units 210 so
that the front vibration amount of the tub 222, which is
measured by the front vibration sensor 229a, does not
exceed a predetermined front vibration amount of the
excessive balancing; and moves the plurality of rear bal-
ancing units 220 so that the rear vibration amount of the

tub 222, which is measured by the rear vibration sensor
229b, does not exceed a predetermined rear vibration
amount of the excessive balancing. In this case, the rear
vibration amount of the excessive balancing is greater
than the front vibration amount of the excessive balanc-
ing. Further, the front vibration amount of the excessive
balancing is smaller than the front excessive vibration
amount, but is equal to or greater than the front vibration
amount of the second rough balancing; and the rear vi-
bration amount of the excessive balancing is smaller than
the rear excessive vibration amount, but is equal to or
greater than the rear vibration amount of the second
rough balancing.
[0148] During the excessive balancing, the controller
290 performs the same direct balancing as the direct bal-
ancing performed during the first and the second rough
balancing.
[0149] That is, the controller 290 repeats moving the
plurality of front balancing units 210 in the same rotational
direction and in different rotational directions until the
front vibration amount of the tub 222, which is measured
by the front vibration sensor 229a, becomes equal to or
smaller than the predetermined front vibration amount of
the excessive balancing. Further, the controller 290 re-
peats moving the plurality of rear balancing units 220 in
the same rotational direction and in different rotational
directions until the rear vibration amount of the tub 222,
which is measured by the rear vibration sensor 229b,
becomes equal to or smaller than the predetermined rear
vibration amount of the excessive balancing. In addition,
the controller 290 repeats direct balancing for the plurality
of rear balancing units 220 and direct balancing for the
plurality of front balancing units 210.
[0150] When the speed of rotation of the drum 224
reaches 350 RPM, the controller 290 performs a next
process.

<Third rough balancing>

[0151] The controller 290 performs third rough balanc-
ing in S207 by controlling the drum motor 213 to rotate
the drum 224 at 350 RPM, and controlling the plurality
of front balancing units 210 and the plurality of rear bal-
ancing units 220. During the third rough balancing, it is
desired that the controller 290 operates the pump 236 to
drain the wash water contained in the tub 222 to the out-
side through the drain passage 238. When the drum 224
rotates while maintaining the speed of rotation at 350
RPM during the third rough balancing, the controller 290
performs the above-described direct balancing by con-
trolling the plurality of front balancing units 210 and the
plurality of rear balancing units 220.
[0152] During the third rough balancing, the controller
290 moves the plurality of front balancing units 210, so
that the front vibration amount of the tub 222, which is
measured by the front vibration sensor 229a, does not
exceed a predetermined front vibration amount of the
third rough balancing; and moves the plurality of rear
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balancing units 220, so that the rear vibration amount of
the tub 222, which is measured by the rear vibration sen-
sor 229b, does not exceed a predetermined rear vibration
amount of the third rough balancing. If the speed of ro-
tation of the drum 224 exceeds 350 RPM, large vibration
may be suddenly produced even by a small imbalance.
Accordingly, the front vibration amount of the third rough
balancing is smaller than the above-described front vi-
bration amount of the first rough balancing, and the rear
vibration amount of the third rough balancing is smaller
than the above-described rear vibration amount of the
first rough balancing. Further, the rear vibration amount
of the third rough balancing is equal to or greater than
the front vibration amount of the third rough balancing.
[0153] During the third rough balancing, the controller
290 performs the same direct balancing as the direct bal-
ancing performed during the first and the second rough
balancing.
[0154] That is, the controller 290 repeats moving the
plurality of front balancing units 210 in the same rotational
direction and in different rotational directions until the
front vibration amount of the tub 222, which is measured
by the front vibration sensor 229a, becomes equal to or
smaller than the predetermined front vibration amount of
the third rough balancing. Further, the controller 290 re-
peats moving the plurality of rear balancing units 220 in
the same rotational direction and in different rotational
directions until the rear vibration amount of the tub 222,
which is measured by the rear vibration sensor 229b,
becomes equal to or smaller than the predetermined rear
vibration amount of the third rough balancing. In addition,
the controller 290 repeats direct balancing for the plurality
of rear balancing units 220 and direct balancing for the
plurality of front balancing units 210.
[0155] In the case where the rear vibration amount of
the tub 222, which is measured by the rear vibration sen-
sor 229b, does not exceed the predetermined rear vibra-
tion amount of the third rough balancing, and the front
vibration amount of the tub 222, which is measured by
the front vibration sensor 229a, does not exceed the pre-
determined front vibration amount of the third rough bal-
ancing, the controller 290 accelerates the drum 224 to
perform a next process.

<First fine balancing>

[0156] The controller 290 performs first fine balancing
in S207 by controlling the drum motor 213 to rotate the
drum 224 at 460 RPM, and controlling the plurality of
front balancing units 210 and the plurality of rear balanc-
ing units 220. During the first fine balancing, it is desired
that the controller 290 operates the pump 236 to drain
the wash water contained in the tub 222 to the outside
through the drain passage 238. When the drum 224 ro-
tates while maintaining the speed of rotation at 460 RPM
during the first fine balancing, the controller 290 controls
the plurality of front balancing units 210 and the plurality
of rear balancing units 220 to perform the above-de-

scribed direct balancing and correction balancing.
[0157] When the drum 224 rotates at the speed of ro-
tation of 600 RPM or higher, wash water contained in
laundry is significantly reduced, such that the center of
gravity of the drum 224 is changed, thereby causing im-
balance. However, when the speed of rotation of the drum
224 exceeds 460 RPM, balancing may not be performed
since the plurality of front balancing units 210 and the
plurality of rear balancing units 220 may not move actively
by the motor 204. Accordingly, when the drum 224 rotates
at 600 RPM or higher (period of "dehydration" to be de-
scribed later), correction balancing is performed at 460
RPM, in which balancing is performed by anticipating the
change of imbalance caused by reduction in the water
content of the laundry.
[0158] During the direct balancing in the first fine bal-
ancing, the controller 290 moves the plurality of front bal-
ancing units 210, so that the front vibration amount of the
tub 222, which is measured by the front vibration sensor
229a, does not exceed a predetermined front vibration
amount of the fine balancing, and moves the plurality of
rear balancing units 220, so that the rear vibration amount
of the tub 222, which is measured by the rear vibration
sensor 229b, does not exceed a predetermined rear vi-
bration amount of the fine balancing. If the speed of ro-
tation of the drum 224 exceeds 350 RPM, large vibration
may be suddenly produced even by a small imbalance.
Accordingly, the front vibration amount of the fine bal-
ancing is smaller than the above-described front vibration
amount of the third rough balancing, and the rear vibra-
tion amount of the fine balancing is smaller than the
above-described rear vibration amount of the third rough
balancing. Further, the rear vibration amount of the fine
balancing is equal to or greater than the front vibration
amount of the fine balancing.
[0159] During the direct balancing in the first fine bal-
ancing process, the controller 290 performs the same
direct balancing as the direct balancing performed during
the above-described rough balancing.
[0160] That is, the controller 290 repeats moving the
plurality of front balancing units 210 in the same rotational
direction and in different rotational directions until the
front vibration amount of the tub 222, which is measured
by the front vibration sensor 229a, becomes equal to or
smaller than the predetermined front vibration amount of
the fine balancing. Further, the controller 290 repeats
moving the plurality of rear balancing units 220 in the
same rotational direction and in different rotational direc-
tions until the rear vibration amount of the tub 222, which
is measured by the rear vibration sensor 229b, becomes
equal to or smaller than the predetermined rear vibration
amount of the fine balancing. In addition, the controller
290 repeats direct balancing for the plurality of rear bal-
ancing units 220 and direct balancing for the plurality of
front balancing units 210.
[0161] In the case where the rear vibration amount of
the tub 222, which is measured by the rear vibration sen-
sor 229b, does not exceed the predetermined rear vibra-
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tion amount of the fine balancing, and in the case where
the front vibration amount of the tub 222, which is meas-
ured by the front vibration sensor 229a, does not exceed
the predetermined front vibration amount of the fine bal-
ancing, the controller 290 performs correction balancing.
[0162] The correction balancing is performed by mov-
ing the plurality of front balancing units 210 and the plu-
rality of rear balancing units 220 by anticipating the
change of imbalance caused by reduction in the water
content of the laundry when the drum 224 rotates at 600
RPM or higher. During the correction balancing, the con-
troller 290 moves the plurality of front balancing units 210
and the plurality of rear balancing units 220 by applying
a change of water content predetermined according to
the types of laundry. The controller 290 may determine
the types of laundry according to wash cycles set by a
user for the types of laundry. Further, the controller 290
may determine the types of laundry based on an amount
of laundry, which is the weight of laundry measured at
the initial stage of washing, and based on the front vibra-
tion amount and the rear vibration amount of the tub 222,
which are measured during the first to third balancing.
[0163] The controller 290 calculates through experi-
ment the change of imbalance caused by the change of
water content according to the types of laundry. Based
on the calculated change of imbalance, the controller 290
calculates a front first variation value, which is a variation
value of the included angle between the plurality of front
balancing units 210, and a rear first variation value, which
is a variation value of the included angle of the plurality
of rear balancing units 220, and the controller 290 stores
the calculated values. The controller 290 moves the plu-
rality of front balancing units 210 in different rotational
directions, to change the included angle between the first
front balancing unit 210a and the second front balancing
unit 210b by a predetermined front first variation value.
Further, the controller 290 moves the plurality of rear bal-
ancing units 220 in different rotational directions, to
change the included angle between the first rear balanc-
ing unit 220a and the second rear balancing unit 220b
by a predetermined rear first variation value.
[0164] Generally, as the water content of laundry is
reduced when the drum 224 rotates at 600 RPM or high-
er, the front first variation value and the rear first variation
value are set so that the included angles may increase.
Accordingly, during the correction balancing in the first
fine balancing process, the controller 290 increases the
included angle of the plurality of front balancing units 210
by the front first variation value, and increases the includ-
ed angle of the plurality of rear balancing units 220 by
the rear first variation value.
[0165] Upon completing the correction balancing in the
first fine balancing process, the controller 290 controls
the drum motor 204 to perform a next process.
[0166] Depending on the types of laundry and washing
cycles, the correction balancing described above in the
first fine balancing process may be omitted.

<First dehydration>

[0167] The controller 290 performs first dehydration in
S210 by controlling the drum motor 213 to accelerate the
drum to 950 RPM to remove moisture contained in laun-
dry, and by controlling the front vibration sensor 229a
and the rear vibration sensor 229b to measure the front
vibration amount and the rear vibration amount of the tub
222. During the first dehydration, the controller 290 in-
termittently operates the pump 236 to drain the wash
water contained in the tub 222 to the outside through the
drain passage 238.
[0168] The front vibration amount and the rear vibration
amount of the tub 222, which are measured during the
first dehydration, are used for correction balancing in a
second fine balancing process which will be described
later.
[0169] After the speed of rotation of the drum 224
reaches 950 RPM, and is maintained for a few seconds,
the controller 290 performs a next process.

<Sensing amount of laundry at high speed>

[0170] The controller 290 controls the drum motor 213
to halt the drum 224, and senses the amount of laundry,
which is the weight of the laundry, in S211. Upon con-
trolling the drum motor 213 to halt the drum motor 213,
the controller 290 senses the amount of the laundry by
measuring time taken for the drum 224 to decelerate to
a predetermined rotation speed (500 RPM in the embod-
iment). As the deceleration time gets longer, the weight
of the laundry is heavy, leading to a high level of the
laundry amount. The controller 290 stores the relation-
ship between the deceleration time and the laundry
amount, which is obtained through experiment, and cal-
culates the amount of the laundry based on the relation-
ship. Based on the sensed amount of the laundry, the
controller 290 performs correction balancing in a second
fine balancing process and second dehydration, which
will be described below.
[0171] Upon sensing the amount of the laundry, the
controller 290 controls the drum motor 213 to rotate the
drum 224 at 460 RPM and performs a next process.

<Second fine balancing>

[0172] The controller 290 performs second fine balanc-
ing in S212 by controlling the drum motor 213 to rotate
the drum 224 at 460 RPM, and controlling the plurality
of front balancing units 210 and the plurality of rear bal-
ancing units 220. When the drum 224 rotates while main-
taining the speed of rotation at 460 RPM during the sec-
ond fine balancing, the controller 290 performs the
above-described direct balancing and correction balanc-
ing by controlling the plurality of front balancing units 210
and the plurality of rear balancing units 220.
[0173] The direct balancing in the second fine balanc-
ing process is totally the same as the direct balancing in
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the first fine balancing process, such that detailed de-
scription thereof will be omitted.
[0174] The purpose of correction balancing in the sec-
ond fine balancing process is the same as the purpose
of correction balancing in the first fine balancing process.
However, during the correction balancing in the second
fine balancing process, a front second variation value,
which is a variation value of the included angle between
the plurality of front balancing units 210, and a rear sec-
ond variation value, which is a variation value of the in-
cluded angle between the plurality of rear balancing units
220, are determined based on the front vibration amount
and the rear vibration amount of the tub 222 which are
measured during the first dehydration, and based on the
amount of laundry which is measured while the amount
of laundry is sensed at a high speed. During the second
dehydration process which will be described later, the
drum 224 rotates at a very high speed, such that large
vibration may be produced even by a small imbalance,
requiring further precise correction balancing.
[0175] Based on the change of water content accord-
ing to the types of laundry, as well as the front vibration
amount and the rear vibration amount of the tub 222
which are measured during the first dehydration, and the
amount of laundry which is measured while the amount
of laundry is sensed at a high speed, the controller 290
calculates the front second variation value and the rear
second variation value, and stores the calculated values.
The controller 290 moves the plurality of front balancing
units 210 in different directions, to change the included
angle between the first front balancing unit 210a and the
second front balancing unit 210b by a predetermined
front second variation value. Further, the controller 290
moves the plurality of rear balancing units 220 in different
directions, to change the included angle between the first
rear balancing unit 220a and the second rear balancing
unit 220b by a predetermined rear second variation val-
ue.
[0176] The front second variation value and the rear
second variation value are set so that the included angles
may increase or decrease, since the front second varia-
tion value and the rear second variation value are deter-
mined in consideration of the water content of laundry,
as well as the front vibration amount and the rear vibration
amount of the tub 222, which are measured during the
first dehydration, and the amount of laundry which is
measured while the amount of laundry is sensed at a
high speed.
[0177] Accordingly, during the correction balancing in
the first fine balancing process, the controller 290 in-
creases or decreases the included angle between the
plurality of front balancing units 210 by the front first var-
iation value, and increases or decreases the included
value between the plurality of rear balancing units 220
by the rear first variation value.
[0178] Upon completing the correction balancing in the
second fine balancing process, the controller 290 con-
trols the drum motor 204 to perform a next process.

[0179] Depending on the types of laundry, wash cy-
cles, the amount of laundry which is measured while the
amount of laundry is sensed at a high speed, and the
front vibration amount and the rear vibration amount of
the tub 222 which are measured during the first dehydra-
tion, the above-described correction balancing in the sec-
ond fine balancing process may be omitted.

<Second dehydration>

[0180] The controller 290 performs second dehydra-
tion in S213 by controlling the drum motor 213 to accel-
erate the drum 224 to a maximum rotation speed to re-
move moisture contained in laundry. When the speed of
rotation exceeds 1000 RPM, resonance occurs between
the main washer 200 and the floor surface, such that the
controller 290 sets the maximum rotation speed accord-
ing to the amount of laundry which is measured while the
amount of laundry is sensed at a high speed. In the em-
bodiment, in the case where the amount of laundry, which
is measured while the amount of laundry is sensed at a
high speed, is lower than a predetermined reference
laundry amount sensed at a high speed, the controller
290 sets the maximum rotation speed to be 1060 RPM;
and in the case where the amount of laundry, which is
measured while the amount of laundry is sensed at a
high speed, is greater than the predetermined reference
laundry amount sensed at a high speed, the controller
290 sets the maximum rotation speed to be 1010 RPM.
During the second dehydration, the controller 290 inter-
mittently operates the pump 236 to drain the wash water
contained in the tub 222 to the outside through the drain
passage 238.
[0181] After rotating the drum 224 at the maximum ro-
tation speed for a predetermined period of time, the con-
troller 290 controls the drum motor 213 to halt the drum
224, and terminates dehydration.
[0182] The dryer 300 will be described as follows.
[0183] FIG. 15 is a perspective view of a dryer illustrat-
ed in FIG. 1; and FIG. 16 is an exploded perspective view
of the dryer illustrated in FIG. 15.
[0184] Referring to FIGS. 15 and 16, the casing 310
forms an external appearance of the dryer 300, and pro-
vides a space where the drum 304 and other elements
are disposed. The casing 310 includes a front panel 311,
a right plate 312, a left plate 313, a base 314, a top plate
316, and a back panel 315.
[0185] The base 314 is formed to be approximately flat
panel, and has the front panel 311, the right plate 312,
the left plate 313, and the back panel 315 disposed ther-
eon. The front panel 311, the right plate 312, the left plate
313, the top plate 316, and the back panel 315 form the
front surface, the right surface, the left surface, the top
surface, and the back surface of the casing 310 respec-
tively.
[0186] The front panel 311 has an introduction port
311h, and a door 320 is provided to open and close the
introduction port 311h. The door 320 has a door frame
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321 which is rotatably connected to the front panel 311;
and a door glass 322 which is installed at the door frame
321. The door frame 321 has an open portion formed
approximately at the center, and the door glass 322 is
installed at the open portion. The door glass 322 is made
of a transparent material so that a user may look into the
drum 304, and has a convex shape protruding inwards
of the drum 304.
[0187] A control panel 317 may be disposed on the top
of the front panel 311. The control panel 317 may be
provided with a display (e.g., LCD panel, LED panel, etc.)
which shows an operation state of a clothes dryer, and
an input part (e.g. button, dial, touch screen, etc.) which
receives input of operation commands of the clothes dry-
er from a user.
[0188] The drum 304 may be rotatably disposed inside
the casing 310. Further, a main motor 324 may be dis-
posed inside the casing 310 to rotate the drum 304. The
drum 304 has a cylindrical shape having a front surface
and a rear surface which are open, and the front surface
communicates with the introduction port 311h.
[0189] A lifter 306 to lift up clothes may be provided at
the inner circumference of the drum 304. The lifter 306
protrudes from the inner circumference of the drum 304,
and may be elongated horizontally. A plurality of the lifters
306 may be disposed along the inner circumference of
the drum 304. While the drum 304 rotates, the lifter 306
repeats lifting and dropping the clothes.
[0190] A front supporter 305 and a rear supporter 308,
which rotatably support the drum 304, are disposed in-
side the casing 310. The front supporter 305 and the rear
supporter 308 support the front end and the rear end of
the drum 304 respectively. The front supporter 305 and
the rear supporter 308 may have a guide which is formed
to be a ring-shaped protrusion or a groove. As the front
end or the rear end of the drum 304 is engaged with the
guide, the drum 304 may stably rotate.
[0191] Each of the front supporter 305 and the rear
supporter 308 may be provided with a roller 319 which
supports the drum 304. An outer circumference of the
drum 304 may come into contact with the roller 319.
[0192] A bracket 329 is fixed on the base 314, and the
main motor 324 may be supported by the bracket 329.
The main motor 324 provides power to rotate the drum
304, and at the same time rotates a blower fan 326 which
will be described later. The main motor 324 is a biaxial
motor, and has a first driving axis 324a connected to the
blower fan 326 and a second driving axis 324b having a
driving pulley with which a belt wound around the drum
304 is engaged.
[0193] An idle pulley 328 may be installed at the brack-
et 329 to adjust tension of the belt. While the belt is en-
gaged with the driving pulley and the idle pulley 328, the
belt surrounds the outer circumference of the drum 304.
While the main motor 324 operates, the belt is transferred
by the driving pulley, and the drum rotates 304 by a fric-
tional force applied between the belt and the driving pul-
ley.

[0194] The blower fan 326 may rotate by the main mo-
tor 324. By the rotation of the blower fan 326, air inside
the drum 304 is introduced into an air intake duct 331.
More specifically, a passage (not shown) is provided at
a lower side of an opening 305h of the front supporter
305 to discharge air to the outside, and the air intake duct
331 guides the air, discharged through the passage, to
the blower fan 326.
[0195] When the blower fan 326 rotates, the air dis-
charged from the drum 304 is guided by the air intake
duct 331 to be supplied to the blower fan 326. The air
intake duct 331 is connected to a front surface of the front
supporter 305, and communicates with an intake port of
the blower fan 326.
[0196] The blower fan 326 includes: a centrifugal fan
326a which is connected to the first driving axis 324a of
the main motor 324; and a fan housing 326b which ac-
commodates the centrifugal fan 326a. The fan housing
326b may be provided with: an inlet through which the
air guided through the air intake duct 331 is introduced;
and an outlet through which the air propelled by the cen-
trifugal fan 326a is discharged. The outlet is connected
with an air discharge duct 343 which comes into contact
with the outside air, and the air discharged through the
outlet is discharged to the outside through the casing 310.
[0197] The front supporter 305 may be provided with
a filter assembly 318. The filter assembly 318 collects
lint floating in the air discharged from the drum 304. The
filter assembly 318 includes: filter cases 318a and 318b
which are fixed at the front supporter 305; and a lint filter
318c which is detachable from the filter cases 318a and
318b. The filter cases 318a and 318b forms a space to
accommodate the lint filter 318c (hereinafter referred to
as an "accommodation space"), and a filter insertion hole
is provided on the top surface of the filter cases 318a and
318b, so that the lint filter 318c may be inserted into the
accommodation space through the lifter insertion hole.
The lint filter 318c may be inserted into or drawn out of
the accommodation space through the filter insertion
hole.
[0198] The filter cases 318a and 318b may include a
front case 318a and a rear case 318b. The front case
318a may be connected to a rear surface of the front
supporter 305. The rear case 318b is connected to the
rear surface of the front case 318a, such that an accom-
modation space may be formed between the rear case
318b and the front case 318a. The rear case 318b may
be provided with a grille 318e, so as to introduce air in
the drum 304 into the accommodation space.
[0199] The lint filter 318c may include a filter screen
318d of a mesh structure having minute holes. After the
air introduced through the grille 318e is filtered by the
filter screen 318d, the air is guided to the air intake duct
331 through a passage formed at the front supporter 305.
[0200] The rear case 318b may be provided with an
electrode sensor 358 (see FIG. 18). The electrode sensor
358 may include an anode and a cathode which are sep-
arated from each other. The anode and the cathode are
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exposed in the drum 304. When the drum 304 rotates, a
garment contacts the anode and the cathode, such that
moisture contained in the garment causes both elec-
trodes to be conductive, thereby forming a closed circuit.
In this case, resistance value varies depending on the
amount of moisture contained in the garment, such that
values of current flowing in the circuit vary, and the con-
troller (not shown) may obtain a degree of dryness based
on the current values.
[0201] The controller not only obtains the degree of
dryness, but also controls various electronic elements
included in the clothes dryer. The controller may include
a central processing unit (CPU) and a memory that stores
data in a CPU readable manner.
[0202] The casing 310 may include a heater 342 to
heat air. The rear supporter 308 is provided with an air
supply hole 308h, and the inner portion of the drum 304
communicates with the air supply duct 327 through the
air supply hole 308h.
[0203] The air supply duct 327 guides air inside the
casing 310 to the drum 304. When negative pressure is
applied in the drum 304 by the suction force of the blower
fan 326, hot air heated by the heater 342 is introduced
to an inlet 327a of the air supply duct 327, and is supplied
into the drum 304 through an outlet 327b of the air supply
duct 327.
[0204] FIG. 17 is a view of the dryer illustrated in FIG.
15 which is partially cut to show the inside thereof (in
order to clearly show the inner structure of the dryer, the
external appearance including the casing is shown in
faint lines, and the right plate is removed); FIG. 18 is a
view illustrating a state where a basket is installed, as
seen from a rear side; FIG. 19 is a cross-sectional view
illustrating a connection structure of a basket and a cas-
ing; FIG. 20 is an enlarged view of portion A illustrated
in FIG. 19; and FIG. 21 is a detailed view of portion B
illustrated in FIG. 18.
[0205] Referring to FIGS. 17 to 21, the dryer 300 in-
cludes a basket 350a to accommodate garments inde-
pendently from the drum 304. The basket 350a may be
detachable from the casing 310. In the case where some
of the garments to be dried are needed to separately
dried, the basket 350a is installed to put the garments
therein.
[0206] A space (i.e., space where the garments are
accommodated), which is formed by the basket 350a, is
at least partially disposed inside the drum 304, and the
basket 350a is provided with a plurality of through-holes
352h, through which hot air supplied into the drum 304
is introduced into the space.
[0207] The basket 350a may be detachably connected
with the front panel 311. The basket 350a is inserted into
the introduction port 311h formed at the front panel 311.
In this case, the basket 350a has an opening, which is
formed at a front portion thereof and through which
clothes are introduced, and the space where clothes are
accommodated is located inside the drum 304. The open-
ing of the basket 350a is opened and closed by the door

320. While the door 320 is closed, the door glass 322 is
inserted into the inside of the basket 350a.
[0208] The basket 350a may include: a flange 351 hav-
ing an opening through which clothes are introduced; and
an accommodation chamber 352 which is recessed from
the flange 351 to form a space to accommodate clothes.
The plurality of through-holes 352h may be formed at the
accommodation chamber 352. While the basket 350a is
completely mounted, the flange 351 comes into contact
with the front panel 311, and the accommodation cham-
ber 352 is placed inside the drum 304.
[0209] A basket cover 360 may be further provided,
which divides the space in the accommodation chamber
352 into a front region and a rear region. The basket
cover 360 is an independent member separate from the
basket 350a, and may be inserted into or drawn out of
the basket 350a. After clothes are put into the accommo-
dation chamber 352, the basket cover 360 is inserted,
and the door 320 is closed, clothes are placed at the rear
side of the basket cover 360 (i.e., rear region), and the
door glass 322 is inserted into the front side thereof (i.e.,
front region). In this manner, even when the door 320 is
opened, the basket cover 360 may prevent clothes from
falling out of the accommodation chamber 352.
[0210] The basket cover 360 is desirably made of a
material, such as a synthetic resin or rubber, which may
be transformed to some degree. However, the basket
cover 360 is not limited thereto, and depending on em-
bodiments, the basket cover 360 may be rotatably con-
nected so as to open and close the accommodation
chamber 352.
[0211] The basket 350a may further include a rib 353,
which protrudes from an outer surface of the accommo-
dation chamber 352 in a radial direction. The rib 353 is
elongated horizontally, and the front end of the rib 353
is connected with the flange 351.
[0212] A removable groove 531 (see FIG. 20), into
which the circumference of the introduction port 311h is
inserted, may be formed at the rear side of the flange
351 of the basket 350a. While the circumference of the
introduction port 311h is inserted into the removable
groove 353a, the flange 351 may be adhered to the front
panel 311.
[0213] The removable groove 353a may be formed at
the rib 353. The rib 353 may further protrude outwards
in a radial direction from the circumference of the intro-
duction port 311h, and the opening of the removable
groove 353a may be positioned at the protruding portion.
[0214] As described above, in a structure where the
rib 353 further protrudes outwards in a radial direction
from the circumference of the introduction port 311h, the
circumference of the introduction port 311h may interfere
with the rib 353 when the basket 350a is mounted. How-
ever, the rib 353 is made of a synthetic material, and the
entire basket 350a including the rib 353 is integrally
formed of a synthetic resin, such that when the rib 353
interferes with the circumference of the introduction port
311h, the basket 350a may be transformed to some de-
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gree, thereby allowing the circumference of the introduc-
tion port 311h to be inserted into the removable groove
353a.
[0215] The rib 353 may have a slope 353b, which is
tilted such that as the rib 353 nears to the rear side of
the removable groove 353a from the opening thereof,
the rib 353 may be closer to the accommodation chamber
352. In the embodiment, the slope 353b is formed until
a portion where the slope 353b and the accommodation
chamber 352 meet. However, the slope 353b is not lim-
ited thereto, and may be formed only in a section that
extends from the opening of the removable groove 353a.
[0216] When the basket 350a is removed from the in-
troduction port 311h, a portion from the opening of the
removable groove 353a to the beginning of the slope
353b may be formed to be a curved surface protruding
outwards from the rib 353, so that the circumference of
the introduction port 311h may be smoothly released
from the removable groove 353a.
[0217] When the basket 350a is pushed into the intro-
duction port 311h, the circumference of the introduction
port 311h comes into contact with the slope 353b; and
when the basket 350a is continuously pushed, the re-
movable groove 353a reaches a position corresponding
to the circumference of the introduction port 311h, there-
by allowing the circumference of the introduction port
311h to be inserted into the removable groove 353a.
[0218] The front panel 311 may be made of a metal
plate. When the front panel 311 is formed, an opening
corresponding to the introduction port 311 is formed at
the metal plate, and the circumference of the opening is
curled inwards of the casing 310, thereby forming a hem
112 along the circumference of the introduction port
311h.
[0219] The introduction port 311h and an access open-
ing of the drum 304 communicate with each other through
the opening 305h of the front supporter 305. When
viewed from the front side, the introduction port 311h is
disposed inside the opening 305h, and the hem 311a is
disposed inside the opening 305h.
[0220] A plurality of ribs 353 may be formed along the
circumference of the accommodation chamber 352. In
the embodiment, the rib 353 is provided at the top side,
the left side, and the right side of the accommodation
chamber 352, and the hem 121 is inserted into the re-
movable groove 353a formed at each rib 353, thereby
preventing movement of the basket 350a to the top side,
the left side, and the right side. However, the position
and the number of the ribs 353 are not limited thereto.
[0221] The basket 350a extends from the accommo-
dation chamber 352, and may further include an anchor
354, which hooks onto the grille 318e. The grille 318e
has an opening which opens rearward, and the anchor
354 may include a hook 354a which is inserted into the
opening at the rear side of the grille 318e. Two or more
baskets 350a may be provided. While the basket 350a
is completely mounted, the anchor 354 hooks onto the
grille 318e, thereby preventing rotation of the basket

350a inside the introduction port 311h. It is desired that
there are two or more anchors 354, and a pair of anchors
354 may be disposed symmetrically on the left side and
the right side when the basket 350a is viewed from the
front.
[0222] The basket 350a may be mounted as follows.
[0223] The basket 350a is diagonally inserted into the
introduction port 311h, and the anchor 354 hooks onto
the grille 318e. Then, the basket 350a is horizontally ar-
ranged, and is pushed into the introduction port 311h
more deeply. In this case, the hem 311a forming the cir-
cumference of the introduction port 311h interferes with
the slope 353b of the rib 353, but when the basket 350a
is further deeply pushed, the interference may be over-
come, and the hem 311a is inserted into the removable
groove 353a, thereby completing mounting of the basket
350a.
[0224] The ironing part 400 may be described as fol-
lows.
[0225] FIG. 22 is a perspective view illustrating an op-
eration state of an iron part illustrated in FIG. 1; FIG. 23
is a side cross-sectional view of a dehumidifying and iron-
ing module illustrated in FIG. 22; FIG. 24 is a diagram
illustrating a dehumidifying unit illustrated in FIG. 23; FIG.
25 is a diagram illustrating a state where a first storage
space is opened in the dehumidifying and ironing module
illustrated in FIG. 22; FIG. 26 is a diagram illustrating a
state where a second storage space is opened in the
dehumidifying and ironing module illustrated in FIG. 22;
and FIG. 27 is a control block diagram illustrating an iron-
ing part.
[0226] Referring to FIGS. 22 to 27, the ironing part 400
includes a dehumidifying and ironing module 410 and a
drying module 420.
[0227] The dehumidifying and ironing module 410 may
be installed on an indoor floor surface, and the drying
module 420 may be installed on the indoor wall or the
ceiling.
[0228] The dehumidifying and ironing module 410 may
suction and dehumidify indoor air, and may discharge
the dehumidified air. Further, the dehumidifying and iron-
ing module 410 may provide a space to iron laundry.
[0229] The drying module 420 includes a hanging part
422, on which a hanger 421 is hung, and may suction
indoor air to send the suctioned air to laundry hung on
the hanger 421. The laundry hung on the hanger 421
may be dried by air sent by the drying module 420.
[0230] The dehumidifying and ironing module 410 in-
cludes a cabinet 411, a dehumidifying unit 412 installed
at the cabinet 411, and a first blower unit 413 installed
at the top of the cabinet 411.
[0231] The cabinet 411 may be formed in a hexahedral
shape and has an open front surface and a cavity. The
cabinet 411 may include a second upper panel 411a
which is disposed on the top of the cabinet 411. The
second upper panel 411a may form the top surface of
the cabinet 411, and is formed in a flat square shape.
The top surface of the cabinet 411 is formed to be flat
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with the second upper panel 411a. A user may put an
ironing board 1 on the flat top surface of the cabinet 411,
and put laundry on the ironing board 1 to iron the laundry.
[0232] A first storage space 414 and a second storage
space 415 may be provided at the open front surface of
the cabinet 411. The first storage space 414 may be dis-
posed above the second storage space 415; and the sec-
ond storage space 415 may be disposed below the first
storage space 414.
[0233] The first storage space 414 may be opened and
closed by sliding forward and rearward in the cabinet
411, and the second storage space 415 may also be
opened and closed by sliding forward and rearward in
the cabinet 411. When opened, the first storage space
414 may protrude forward from the cabinet 411, and
when closed, the first storage space 415 may be inserted
into the cavity of the cabinet 411. When opened, the sec-
ond storage space 415 may also protrude forward from
the cabinet 411, and when closed, the second storage
space 415 may also be inserted into the cavity of the
cabinet 411.
[0234] The first storage space 414 may store the iron-
ing board 1. When a user wishes to iron laundry, the user
may open the first storage space 414, take out the ironing
board 1, and put the ironing board 1 on the top surface
of the cabinet 411 to iron the laundry.
[0235] The second storage space 415 may include a
first storage part 415a and a second storage part 415b.
The first storage part 415a and the second storage part
415b may be divided by a partition wall 415c installed at
the second storage space 415.
[0236] The first storage part 415a may include a con-
densate water container 2, and the second storage part
415b may include at least one of an iron 3, a steamer 4,
and a remover 5.
[0237] The condensate water container 2 may be a
container that stores condensate water generated when
the dehumidifying unit 412 dehumidifies indoor air.
[0238] The iron 3 may be a device for ironing laundry
by converting electric power into heat. The iron 3 may
have a stream spray function. A user may put the laundry
on the ironing board 1, to iron the laundry by using the
iron 3.
[0239] The steamer 4 is a device for ironing the laundry
by spraying high-temperature steam into the laundry.
While hanging the laundry on the hanger 421 and hang-
ing the hanger 421 on a hanging part 422, a user may
spray high-temperature steam on the laundry with the
steamer 4 to iron the laundry.
[0240] The remover 5 is a device for tearing off foreign
materials such as fluff. While hanging the laundry on the
hanger 421 and hanging the hanger 421 on a hanging
part 422, a user may rub the remover 5 on the laundry
to remove fluff from the laundry.
[0241] A wireless charging unit 411c may be installed
on the top of the cabinet 411. The wireless charging unit
411c may include a wireless charging coil (not shown).
The wireless charging unit 411c may be disposed hori-

zontal to the cabinet 411 with a top surface of the wireless
charging unit 411c being at the same height as a top
surface of the cabinet 411. The wireless charging unit
411c may be inserted into the second upper panel 411a.
[0242] The ironing devices, such as the iron 3, the
steamer 4, and the remover 5, may be placed on the top
of the wireless charging unit 411c for wireless charging.
The iron 3, the steamer 4, and the remover 5 each have
a battery, and desirably a coil which electrically reacts
with the wireless charging coil to charge the battery.
[0243] A suction grille 411b may be disposed at the
cabinet 411. The suction grille 411b may form a plurality
of air inlets. The suction grille 411b may be construed as
having the same meaning as the air inlet. In the embod-
iment, the air inlet is formed on the front surface of the
cabinet 411, but is not limited thereto, and may be formed
on at least one of the front surface, the lateral surface,
and the rear surface of the cabinet 411. Hereinafter, de-
scription will be made by using a case where the air inlet
is formed on the front surface of the cabinet 411.
[0244] The suction grille 411b is disposed below the
second storage space 415. The cabinet 411 may suction
air thereinto through the suction grille 411b.
[0245] The dehumidifying unit 412 is disposed inside
the cabinet 411 to dehumidify air suctioned into the cab-
inet 411 through the suction grille 411b. The dehumidi-
fying unit 412 may have a cooling cycle circuit using a
refrigerant. That is, the dehumidifying unit 412 may in-
clude a compressor 412a, a condenser 412b, an expand-
er 412c, and an evaporator 412d. The compressor 412a
may compress a refrigerant; the condenser 412b may
condense the refrigerant compressed by the compressor
412a; the expander 412c may expand the refrigerant con-
densed by the condenser 412b; and the evaporator 412d
may evaporate the refrigerant expanded by the expander
412c.
[0246] The evaporator 412d may cool and dehumidify
the air suctioned into the cabinet 411 through the suction
grille 411b by heat-exchanging. In the case where the
evaporator 412d cools the air inside the cabinet 411, wa-
ter vapor contained in the air of the cabinet 411 is cooled
and changed into condensate water, and the condensate
water may be formed on the evaporator 412d. The con-
densate water container 2 is disposed below the evapo-
rator 412d to receive and store the condensate water
dropping from the evaporator 412d.
[0247] The compressor 412a and the condenser 412b
may be connected to each other through a first refrigerant
pipe 412e. The condenser 412b and the expander 412c
may be connected to each other through a second re-
frigerant pipe 412f. The expander 412c and the evapo-
rator 412d may be connected to each other through a
third refrigerant pipe 412g. The evaporator 412d and the
compressor 412a may be connected to each other
through a fourth refrigerant pipe 412h. The refrigerant
may circulate by sequentially passing the compressor
412a, the first refrigerant pipe 412e, the condenser 412b,
the second refrigerant pipe 412f, the expander 412c, the
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third refrigerant pipe 412e, the evaporator 412d, and the
fourth refrigerant pipe 412h.
[0248] The first blower unit 413 may discharge the air,
dehumidified in the cabinet 411 by the dehumidifying unit
412, to the outside of the cabinet 411. When operating,
the first blower unit 413 may be drawn out of the cabinet
411, and when stopping the operation, the first blower
unit 413 may be inserted into the cabinet 411. When op-
erating, the first blower unit 413 may be drawn out of the
cabinet 411 to protrude upward from the cabinet 411.
When stopping the operation, the first blower unit 413 is
inserted into the cabinet 411, such that the top surface
of the first blower unit 413 is horizontal to the top surface
of the cabinet 411.
[0249] An access hole 411d, through which the first
blower unit 413 may pass, is formed on the top of the
cabinet 411. The access hole 411d is formed close to a
rear end of the second upper panel 411a, such that a
sufficient area may be provided on the second upper pan-
el 411a to place the ironing board 1 in front of the access
hole 411d.
[0250] The first blower unit 413 may include a case
413a, and a fan 413b which suctions the air, dehumidified
in the cabinet 411 by the dehumidifying unit 412, into the
case 413a.
[0251] A discharge grille 413c may be installed at the
front surface of the case 413a. The discharge grille 413c
may form a plurality of air outlets. The discharge grille
413c may be construed as having the same meaning as
the air outlet. It is desired that the case 413 has an open
lower end, so that the dehumidified air, sent by the fan
413b, may be suctioned into the case 413a.
[0252] The fan 413b may be installed inside the cabinet
411, and may rotate by a driving force of a motor (not
shown). The fan 413b may be disposed above the evap-
orator 412d, and may be disposed below the case 413a.
The fan 413b may be vertically interposed between the
case 413a and the evaporator 412d. The fan 413b may
have a rotation axis which is vertically disposed. When
rotating, the fan 413b may suction the air, which is de-
humidified in the cabinet 411 by the evaporator 412d, to
send the suctioned air into the case 413a; and the case
413a may discharge the dehumidified air sent by the fan
413b forward of the case 413a through the discharge
grille 413c.
[0253] When the fan 413b operates, the case 413a pro-
trudes upward from the cabinet 411 through the access
hole 411d formed on the second upper panel 411a, so
as to discharge the dehumidified air sent by the fan 413b
to the outside of the case 413a through the discharge
grille 413c. Further, when the fan 413b stops operating,
the case 413a may be inserted into the cabinet 411
through the access hole 411d. In the case where the case
413a is completely inserted into the cabinet 411 through
the access hole 411d, the top surface of the case 413a
is disposed horizontal to the top surface of the second
upper panel 411a.
[0254] It is desired that the case 413a may be installed

to be movable upward and downward of the second up-
per panel 411a, so that when the fan 413b operates, the
case 413a may protrude upward from the cabinet 411,
and when the fan 413b stops operating, the case 413a
may be inserted into the case 411.
[0255] The drying module 420 may include a second
blower unit 424 and a hanging part 422 installed at the
second blower unit 424. The second blower unit 424 suc-
tions indoor air to send the air to laundry hung on the
hanging part 422 by using the hanger 421. The laundry
may be dried by the air sent by the second blower unit
424.
[0256] As air surrounding the laundry remains to be
dry by using the dehumidified air which is discharged by
the first blower unit 413, and the laundry is dried by the
air discharged by the second blower unit 424, a drying
time of the laundry may be reduced.
[0257] The second blower unit 424 may include: a
housing (not shown) having an air inlet (not shown) and
an air outlet (not shown); and a fan (not shown) which is
disposed inside the housing to suction air, suctioned into
the housing through the air inlet, and to send the air
through the air outlet. A discharge grille 424 is disposed
at a rear lower portion of the second blower unit 424. The
discharge grille 424 forms a plurality of the air inlets. The
discharge grille 424 is tilted with a front end being dis-
posed higher than a rear end, so as to discharge air for-
ward and downward.
[0258] The first blower unit 413 is disposed below and
rearward of the hanging part 422, such that the first blow-
er unit 413 may discharge the dehumidified air forward.
Further, the second blower unit 424 may discharge air
forward and downward from the rear side of the hanging
part 422.
[0259] The first blower unit 413 discharges the dehu-
midified air downward of the laundry, and the second
blower unit 424 discharges air toward a portion where
the dehumidified air, discharged by the first blower unit
413, is present. Accordingly, the air, which is sent by the
second blower unit 424 to the laundry hung on the hanger
421, is mixed with vapor generated in the course of drying
the laundry, and then meets the dehumidified air dis-
charged by the first blower unit 413, thereby reducing a
drying time of the laundry.
[0260] The ironing part 400 may further include a hu-
midity sensor 416 and a controller 417. The humidity sen-
sor 416 may sense humidity values of surrounding air.
The humidity values sensed by the humidity sensor 416
may be input to the controller 417. Upon receiving the
humidity values sensed by the humidity sensor 416, the
controller 417 may compare the humidity values with a
predetermined value.
[0261] In the case where the humidity value input by
the humidity sensor 416 is equal to or greater than the
predetermined value, the controller 417 may operate the
dehumidifying unit 412 and the first blower unit 413. Fur-
ther, in the case where the humidity value input by the
humidity sensor 416 is lower than the predetermined val-
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ue, the controller 417 may stop the dehumidifying unit
412 and the first blower unit 413. Accordingly, when the
dryer 400 dries the laundry, the dehumidifying unit 412
and the first blower unit 413 repeatedly operate and stop
automatically according to the surrounding humidity of
the laundry, thereby reducing power consumption.
[0262] It is desired that the humidity sensor 416 is in-
stalled close to the laundry hung on the hanging part 422
by using the hanger 421, so that the dehumidifying unit
412 and the first blower unit 413 may operate automati-
cally only in the case where the humidity of the surround-
ing air of the laundry hung on the hanging part 422 by
using the hanger 421 is equal to or greater than the pre-
determined value. Accordingly, it is desired that the hu-
midity sensor 416 is installed at the second upper panel
411a on the top of the cabinet 411.

Claims

1. A laundry treatment apparatus comprising:

a pre-washer configured to perform pre-washing
of laundry in an accommodation space which
accommodates the laundry and has a sink bowl
having an open top portion;
a main washer which is disposed beside the pre-
washer, and performs main washing, rinsing,
and spin-drying of the laundry when the laundry,
pre-washed by the pre-washer, is introduced in-
to the main washer from a front side;
a dryer which is disposed beside the main wash-
er, and performs drying of the laundry when the
laundry, spin-dried by the main washer, is intro-
duced into the dryer from a front side;
an ironing part which is disposed beside the dry-
er, and has a flat top surface to iron the laundry
dried by the dryer;
a first upper panel which is disposed on a top
portion of the main washer and the dryer and
has a flat top surface;
a second upper panel which forms the top sur-
face of the ironing part; and
a lid which is disposed on a top portion of the
pre-washer to open and close the accommoda-
tion space, and a top surface of which is at the
same height as the top surface of the first upper
panel and a top surface of the second upper
panel.

2. The laundry treatment apparatus of claim 1, further
comprising:

a first side panel disposed at one side of the pre-
washer to form one side of the laundry treatment
apparatus; and
a second side panel disposed at one side of the
ironing part to form the other side of the laundry

treatment apparatus.

3. The laundry treatment apparatus of claim 1, further
comprising:

a first door which is disposed at a front portion
of the main washer, and opens and closes a
front lower portion of the first upper panel; and
a second door which is disposed at a front por-
tion of the dryer, and opens and closes the front
lower portion of the first upper panel.

4. The laundry treatment apparatus of claim 1, wherein
the pre-washer further comprises:

a cabinet having the sink bowl and the lid on a
top portion thereof;
a faucet which is disposed at the sink bowl and
supplies wash water to the accommodation
space; and
a water stream generator which is disposed on
at least one side of the accommodation space,
and generates water stream to the wash water
accommodated in the accommodation space.

5. The laundry treatment apparatus of claim 4, wherein
the water stream generator sprays air to the wash
water accommodated in the accommodation space

6. The laundry treatment apparatus of claim 4, wherein:

the sink bowl has a faucet receiving groove in
which the faucet is received; and
the faucet is installed to be movable upward and
downward, such that when the lid closes an
open top of the accommodation space, the
faucet is received in the faucet receiving groove
and is placed below the lid.

7. The laundry treatment apparatus of claim 6, wherein
the faucet comprises:

a horizontal part which is received in the faucet
receiving groove; and
an extending part which extends downward from
the horizontal part to be disposed at a rear side
of the sink bowl.

8. The laundry treatment apparatus of claim 7, wherein:

the laundry treatment apparatus further com-
prises a rear panel which is disposed at the top
portion of the cabinet at a rear side of the lid;
a latch groove is provided on a rear surface of
the extending part; and
a latch protrusion, which is provided at the rear
panel, is latched into the latch groove when the
faucet protrudes from the faucet receiving
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groove.

9. The laundry treatment apparatus of claim 4, wherein
the sink bowl has a plurality of washing ribs formed
at a front surface of the accommodation space.

10. The laundry treatment apparatus of claim 4, further
comprising a drawer type washer which is disposed
below the sink bowl, moves inwards and outwards
of the cabinet, and performs washing, rinsing, and
spin-drying of the laundry.

11. The laundry treatment apparatus of claim 1, wherein
the ironing part comprises:

a cabinet which has an air inlet, and a top surface
of which is formed by the second upper panel;
a dehumidifying unit which is disposed inside
the cabinet, and dehumidifies air suctioned into
the cabinet through the air inlet;
a first blower unit which is disposed at the top
portion of the cabinet, and discharges the air
dehumidified in the cabinet by the dehumidifying
unit; and
a second blower unit which is disposed over the
cabinet with a distance therebetween, has a
hanging part on which a hanger is hung, and
suctions air to send the air to the laundry hung
on the hanger.

12. The laundry treatment apparatus of claim 11, where-
in:

an access hole, through which the first blower
unit passes, is provided at the top portion of the
cabinet; and
the first blower unit, which when operating, is
drawn out of the cabinet through the access
hole, and when stopping operation, is inserted
into the cabinet through the access hole.

13. The laundry treatment apparatus of claim 11, where-
in the first blower unit comprises:

a case having an air outlet; and
a fan which suctions the air dehumidified in the
cabinet by the dehumidifying unit, and sends the
air into the case.

14. The laundry treatment apparatus of claim 11, where-
in:

the first blower unit is disposed below and rear-
ward of the hanging part, and discharges the
dehumidified air forward; and
the second blower unit discharges air forward
and downward from a rear side of the hanging
part.

15. The laundry treatment apparatus of claim 11, where-
in the dehumidifying unit comprises:

a compressor configured to compress a refrig-
erant;
a condenser configured to condense the refrig-
erant having passed through the compressor;
an expander configured to expand the refriger-
ant having passed through the condenser;
an evaporator configured to evaporate the re-
frigerant having passed through the expander
and moving to the compressor, and to dehumid-
ify air by cooling the air suctioned into the cab-
inet.

16. The laundry treatment apparatus of claim 11, further
comprising a wireless charging unit which is installed
at the top portion of the cabinet, and a top surface
of which is at the same height as a top surface of the
cabinet, such that the two top surfaces are disposed
horizontal to each other.

17. The laundry treatment apparatus of claim 11, further
comprising a first storage space which is opened and
closed by sliding forward and rearward in the cabinet,
and which stores an ironing board.

18. The laundry treatment apparatus of claim 11, further
comprising a second storage space which is opened
and closed by sliding forward and rearward in the
cabinet,
wherein the second storage space has a first storage
part including a condensate water container which
stores condensate water generated by the dehumid-
ifying unit.

19. The laundry treatment apparatus of claim 11, where-
in the second storage space further comprises a sec-
ond storage part which stores at least one of an iron,
a streamer, and a remover.

20. The laundry treatment apparatus of claim 11, further
comprising:

a humidity sensor which senses a humidity value
of surrounding air of the laundry hung on the
hanger; and
a controller, which in response to the humidity
value sensed by the humidity sensor being equal
to or greater than a predetermined value, oper-
ates the dehumidifying unit and the first blower
unit, and in response to the humidity value
sensed by the humidity sensor being lower than
the predetermined value, stops the dehumidify-
ing unit and the first blower unit.
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